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Foreword

powered aircraft (HPA).  We are also pi-
loting the creation of prototypes in the 
group design and business projects, 
which will be on display in the exhibition.

The second area of activity is in the crea-
tion of genuine products from student 
projects. We have the success of the 
Mountain Trike Company (http://www.
mountaintrike.co.uk/), which has now 
sold around 100 units. We have also 
secured funding for a competitively 
awarded “innovation bursary.”  This will 
fund a student to create a working pro-
totype and business plan for pitching to 
investors for further funding. There is a 
clear difference between a product incu-
bation activity and a business incubation 
activity: it is this gap that the innovation 
bursary will help to bridge. 

The innovation award is funded from 
the estate of the late Geoff Herrington, 
founder of ISIS Informatics Ltd and 
Supply Point Systems (SPS).  Geoff was 
a great believer in the importance of in-
novation and his widow has funded this 
award.

This brings us to our guest speaker today, 
Tom Pellereau, who has invented and 
developed products. Tom is a graduate of 
the Department who went on to win The 
Apprentice in 2011. So I am delighted to 
welcome him to talk about the trials and 
tribulations of inventing and the associ-
ated product development processes 
in his keynote address   
“Inventing your future.”

Professor Steve Culley
on behalf of the Design 
Team

Welcome to the 2013 Design and Pro-
ject Exhibition and to the Joseph Black 
Lecture given by Tom Pellereau.

This booklet contains details of the 21 
Group Design and Business projects, 
including 3 Aerospace projects under-
taken by 3rd year students, and 144 en-
gineering projects taken by 4th students. 
Details of all projects are available at: 
https://wiki.bath.ac.uk/display/Mech-
EngDesignExhibition/Home.

Recently, Professor D. E. Bowns (Ted), 
the founder of the Fluid Power Centre, 
which became The Centre for Power 
Transmission and Motion Control (CPT-
MC), died. Thus, the three founding 
fathers of the Department - Joe Black, 
Frank Wallace, and Ted Bowns - have 
all passed away, but their legacy in 
design activity, engine research and 
development and the CPTMC still lives 
on.  As with all good organisations, we 
continue to refresh and reinvigorate. 
This year, we have recruited eight new 
members of faculty, including two prize 
fellows.

We are also looking to innovate and 
develop our capabilities in two ways. 
The first is practical engineering; argu-
ably, we have been too successful as a 
profession and equipment is much less 
likely to go wrong and require attention. 
Thus, we have invested heavily in facili-
ties for practical, hands-on work for un-
dergraduates. Our new model shop and 
experimental facilities are very impres-
sive.

We are also promoting the develop-
ment of working prototypes and devices 
through Formula Student (FS) activity, 
the 2013 racing submarine and human 
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‘Inventing Your Future’

Tom Pellereau
Inventor and Apprentice 2011 Winner 

2013 Joseph Black Lecture 

Tom Pellereau is an inventor and entrepreneur, who studied Mechanical Engineering 
at the University of Bath, receiving a first class degree and a Masters in Mechanical 
Engineering with Innovation and Design. He is most recognisable as the winner of 
the 2011 series of BBC’s The Apprentice.

Since beginning a partnership with Lord Sugar, Tom has launched his innovative 
Stylfile range nationwide. The revolutionary best selling range of beauty accessories 
has met with great success. He has also set his creative mind to additional projects, 
including Mode Diagnostics - a screening tool for bowel cancer, Babisil – a ground-
breaking fully collapsible silicon baby bottle, and Salvox – a game changing non-
toxic sanitiser capable of neutralising contagious pathogens.

Tom has harboured a life-long ambition to become an inventor and has a keen passion 
for design and innovation, something that he credits to time in his childhood spent 
taking things apart and putting them back together. Tom loves solving problems, 
bringing a new perspective and discovering inventions.  He credits his dyslexic mind 
as the source of his creative thinking, innovative thought process and drive. 

From left to right: Stylfile, Mode Diagnostics, Babisil and Salvox
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Thirty years ago, President Reagan made Thomas 
Edison’s birthday ‘National Inventor’s Day’ in the USA.

Edison, possibly the most successful Inventor of all 
time, accrued 2332 patents in his lifetime, 1093 of 
which were published in the United States.  Many of 
his inventions have fundamentally changed the world 
and shaped modern society into what it is today.  His 
company, General Electric or GE, is still one of the 
largest and most successful across the globe. 

Edison was always a man ahead of his time but what 
would he make of today’s social media obsessed 
world? Would he have a Twitter account?  How many 
followers would he have?  Would he, too, enjoy mocking 
Piers Morgan?  Although we can only speculate, it is 
not difficult to imagine Edison, a genius of marketing and innovation, fully embracing 
the world of social media. 

Like me, he would probably love the ease of communication these technologies 
allow.  They have given us the ability to discover people’s opinions, find out their likes 
and dislikes and have opened up a conversation between producer and consumer.  
They have even given us the ability to potentially launch new items to consumers 
directly. 

As a result of The Apprentice, I receive many 
tweets asking me to solve problems, which I 
love to tackle.  As the saying goes, ‘necessity is 
the mother of invention,’ and the best inventions 
start from a problem or a frustration.  I believe 
that we are just seeing the start of a new form of 
innovation.

As the internet has changed, so has the high 
street; only recently we have seen the sad demise of once thriving companies such 
as Comet, HMV and Blockbuster.  I believe that this internet evolution will be reflected 
in invention and we will see a change in the way products are made and come to 
market. Consumers are now able to tweet their frustrations directly to brands and 
those who listen, react and respond quickly will ultimately be in a stronger position. 

The BBC recently announced that they will start trialing select shows online ahead 
of the scheduled TV transmission.  I believe that it is only a matter of time before 
we see products dealt with similarly, whereby they will be trialed online direct to 

Inventing Your Future

  Thomas Edison famously said:  
  “Genius is 1% inspiration, 99% 
   perspiration.”
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consumers before they appear in television advertisements or in shops.

This Social Innovation could also affect the way things are manufactured. To develop 
and react quickly, companies may need to avoid the months of delay involved when 
manufacturing in China.  Instead, they may find that to meet higher demands on time, 
they will manufacture more locally. This will be great news for UK manufacturers, 
who are able to react fast and are willing to work in small volumes. This local 
manufacturing and online pre-launch will reduce the risk involved in developing new 
products, and also allow companies to experiment with new ideas with less financial 
implications.

What is exciting is that social media technologies that let consumers talk directly 
to companies, increase local manufacture, speed up supply chains and lower the 
risk of invention could also enable consumers to play a direct part in the process of 
invention. For example, if one of the 8% of men who, according to a Stylfile survey, 
admit to using their girlfriend’s fake tan wanted a product more suitable for men’s 
skin, they could contact the brand in confidence and, with a minimum of difficulty, 
rapidly be able to purchase. 

The implications of this social innovation mean that one day it could be the consumers 
who are the inventors. Consumers who are dissatisfied or frustrated by brands will 
have an ease of contact and communication previously unavailable and be able to 
directly influence what products companies develop.

At Stylfile we are trying these principles. On 3 March we launched a mini version 
of the highly successful S-Clipper ‘Smooth Nail Clipper’.  This smaller version is 
the direct result of consumer opinion; people tweeted me with their suggestions 
and requests, one of which was for a smaller version of the original launched at 
Christmas.  The success of this producer/ consumer communication is proof of how 
social media technology can benefit not only innovation and invention, but also 
industry and business.  Moving on from this, we 
hope to launch more products in this way later in 
the year. 

At present this process is uncommon, difficult 
and slow. However, in the future, this Consumer 
Innovation may only take a few days and as the 
process spreads, so will it improve.  

In recent years, we have witnessed the success 
of bloggers and YouTubers, who started off writing 
and posting on the internet for free and, from their 
success and popularity, are now paid thousands.  
This could be the way forward for individual inventors 
too, who start by recommending their ideas for free 
and could, one day, receive sizable pay outs for 
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their inventive suggestions.  The accessibility of social media technology means that 
any one of us with an idea lurking inside our brains may hope to reach and influence 
the market in the future.

In the last thirty years, since the dawn of National Inventors Day, amazing things 
have been invented.  However, in the next thirty years, it could be invention itself that 
is re-invented. 

For anyone with an idea who wants to take it to the next stage, my advice would 
be to start by researching.  It is important to know your market and where you want 

your product to fit into it.  Research all the current available 
products in the market area relevant to your idea.  Find out 
as much detail as you can; for example, where the product 
is sold, what it retails for, who the product is targeted at and 
who actually buys them.  If possible, buy every competitor 
product on the market and personally test it out. Use this 
information to develop and improve your innovation, define 
your unique market and estimate a realistic retail price. How 
much will someone pay for your idea if it were on the shelf?

Internet websites such as The Patent Database (gb.
espacenet.com), Google search, ebay and Amazon are great 
places to start collating research. The British Library Business 

and IP centre also provides some great services, including advice sessions and 
research resources.

Whilst researching the market, start making prototypes.  Be prepared to make a lot 
of prototypes as trial and error is an important part of perfecting your product.  For 
me, it usually takes 10-100 prototypes before I get something that really works. 
Dyson famously made over 6000 prototypes of its first bagless vacuum, so be 
patient, persistent and don’t get disheartened! No matter what I’m prototyping the 
first ten prototypes are usually made with a glue gun and cardboard. As you develop 
your product you will want to make more advanced prototypes, which can usually be 
hacked together using cheap parts bought on ebay.

Remember, the devil is often in the detail so I cannot recommend prototyping, testing 
and re-prototyping enough.  With good, detailed research and thorough testing, you 
will end up with a solid, marketable product.
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The Group Design and Business Project Activity is a major part of the 4 year semester 
based MEng Course.  It is full time in Semester 2 of year 3 and counts for 20% of 
the final degree classification. The projects cover Aerospace, Formula student and 
an incredibly diverse range of mechanical and manufacturing projects. Many arise 
from industry and some are undertaken in industry. The project has an integrated 
business element which aims to show how the engineering function fits into the 
wider business environment and include the creation of a business plan. There is an 
associated Design and Project Exhibition.

MEng Group Design
and

Business Projects
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 The Human Powered Rail Vehicle  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

MISSION: To design a human powered vehicle that can travel 100mph. 

SPECIFICATION: 
 Multiple athletes 
 Travel on standard railway 

track 
 Break the current human 

powered land speed record 
>83mph 

 Must adhere to the rules of 
the International Human 
Powered Vehicle Association 

 

CHALLENGES:  
 Finding the optimum 

number of athletes 
 Combining the power from 

multiple athletes 
 Minimising frontal area 
 Minimising weight 
 Stability 
 

FINAL DESIGN: 
 Six Athletes 
 Monorail design 
 Outriggers for stability 
 Bicycle drivetrain adapted to 

power the vehicle 
 Aerodynamic Fairing 
 Frontal area: 0.29m2 (approx) 
 Length: 13m 
 Vehicle mass without athletes: 

120kg (approx.)  
 Power required (per athlete) to 

reach 100mph: 346W 
 

Designers: E. Bardavid, K. Ewing, M. Lawrie, S. Lewis, A. O'Neill, D. Price  
Supervisors: Dr. J. Darling & Dr. A. J. Hillis 
Sponsors: Blagdon Actuation Research Ltd 
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100mph Human Powered Vehicle 

Project Team 
Will Pope 
Sam Fairburn 
Desmond Zhang 
Jemima Sarson 
Dickson Ma 
Andres Figar 

Supervisors 
Andy Green 
Jens Roesner 
 
Sponsors 
Blagdon Actuation Research Ltd 

Design brief 
The International Human Powered Vehicle association holds annual land speed record 
attempts at Battle Mountain, Nevada. The current record stands at 83.3mph for a single 
rider, the challenge was to design a multiple rider vehicle capable of smashing the record 
and achieving 100mph. 

Achievements 
The feasibility studies undertaken realised the need for a better aerodynamic performance 
compared to previous multiple-rider designs. This is achieved by 3 athletes in a row, cycling in 
a fully recumbent position to reduce the frontal area compared to previous designs.  

  

Minimal Frontal area < 0.2m
2
 

 Recumbent, streamlined design 
 camera visibility system 

Aerodynamic design 
Drag coefficient < 0.12 

Rolling resistance coefficient < 0.005 
 3 elite athletes provide 540W each 
 Analytically calculated top speed: 100mph 

Innovative transmission system to 
combine rider power outputs 
efficiently 
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Next Generation Milking Cluster 
Achievements

A new cluster has been designed with 
sensors, power source and processing 
contained inside its outer shell. It has been 
designed to improve the flow of the milk 
and has met the size reduction requirement. 
The cluster has been designed specifically 
to withstand the tough environment of the 
milking parlour.

Design Brief

Mastitis is a major cause of the rising cost 
of milk production. To combat this issue 
Milkrite are beginning to design the next 
generation of milking cluster to include 
sensors to test for sub-clinical mastitis.

The aim of this project was to design the first 
intelligent cluster using the latest sensing 
technology. This new claw would require an 
improved flow to reduce milk frothing and 
enable a reduction in the size to allow the 
sensors to be added.

Specification

•  Reduce claw volume from 350cc to 250cc
•  Sense for sub-clinical mastitis
•  Identify infected teats to the farmer
•  Transfer sensed data to Milkrite for  
    further analysis
•  Operate without the need for an external             
    power source
•  Meet current standards for products      
    used in the food industry
•  Withstand a cow stamping on any of the  
    exposed components
•  Embody an ergonomic design for ease      
    of use

Project team
Jonathan Forster (Project Manager)
Tom MacKenzie (Business Manager)
Jonathan Green
Ben Thompson
Julio Galves Genaro
Plinio Rodrigues De Oliveira Zanini

Supervisors
Professor Stephen Culley
Dr Charles Courtney

Sponsors
Milkrite, a division of Avon Rubber P.L.C.
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Robotic Pool Cleaner 

By:  

Adam Griffin, Liam Glen, Tom Woolacott,  

Ian Holman, Xiaofu Liu, Maninder Brar 

Design Brief 
The cleaning of swimming pools is an  onerous 
task involving a large amount of physical la-
bour. 

It was the task of this project to alleviate pool 
owners of this chore by producing a robotic 
device that can autonomously keep the swim-
ming pool free of debris  and scrub algae from 
the floor and walls. 

All of this was to be done under the Dyson way 
of thinking which is: 

 Better 

 Different  

 Human 

Design Description 
The subaqueous module of Dyson Duo is 
equipped with two horizontal brushes an a two 
stage filtering system which allows it to collect 
debris from the bottom of the pool. 

The buoyant module sweeps up any surface de-
bris before it can sink to the bottom of the pool 
and also contains the device’s battery which is 
capable of powering the robot on its three hour 
cycle while it cleans the swimming pool. 

Specification: 
Battery 
24V,  400Wh Li-ion battery 
Front Brush Bar 
30W, 24V DC  electric motor powering centre 
mounted brushes with customisable cleaning 
heads 
Track Assembly 
2x 30W, DC motors, moulded spring  suspension 
system and integrated rear brush transmission 
Filter 
Two stage canister filter with course pre-filter 
and fine 2 micron filter 
Pump 
50W, 24V DC Motor powering an axial  
-flow pump 
Buoyancy Arm 
Electromagnet actuator 
Sensors and Control 
Optical dirt detection system. 
Environment and water condition sensing 
Remote Control capability 
Buoy 
2W 24V DC motor powering 4 paddle system 
with in-built filter tray 
 
 

Supervisors: 

Dr Chris Bannister 

Dr Pejman Iravani 
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Achievements/Description of the Design
The OctoFill design uses a rotary indexing method 
to carry out the filling process. There are 8 stations 
involved. These are: empty capsule in-feed and 
orientation (1), separation (2), filling (3), closing 
and sealing (5), inspection, ejection and rejection 
(6) and cleaning (7) of any equipment that comes 
into contact with the capsules. Spare stations 
are also included for additives (4) if needed and 
interchanging parts (8).

The machine is 
designed to be flexible for a full range of human capsule 
sizes (000-5). Design considerations have been made to 
make the filling head easily interchangeable. Flexibility is 
the unique selling point for Encapsulate as competitor prod-
ucts are very restrictive in this regard.

A particular achievement of the design is the method used to rotate and separate the capsules. 
It uses a novel track design to lift the capsule halves apart which is different to any other 
designs on the market.

Designers:   A. Brooks, R. Smith, A. Thomas, S. Flicos, P. Apolloner, D. Liu 
Supervisors:   Dr. B. Hicks, Dr. M. Ansell
Sponsor:

Design Brief
Design a capsule filling machine using 3Pi’s 
‘Fill2weight’ capable of packaging a precise dosage 
of medicinal powder ultimately for human consumption.

There is a gap in the Pharmaceutical market for a capsule filling machine that can fill a 
capsule with powder of a precise mass rather than volume. The bespoke machine is to be 
aimed at the ‘Phase 3’ trial point in a pharmaceutical product’s lifecycle. It will take empty 
Gelatine or HMPC capsules, orientate and separate them, fill them with a weight of powder, 
seal them and inspect them all autonomously.
Specification/Key issues
The machine must: 
•      Produce 3000 – 4500 capsules per hour
•      Fill size ‘0-3’ capsules
•      Maintain capsule structural integrity
•      Minimise powder wastage 
•      Use a gravimetric dosing method
•      Be fully automatic
•      10 year lifetime under normal operation

The machine should:
•      Fill 000 – 5 sized capsules
•      Have dimensions smaller than 1800  
       x 1000 x 1000 mm  [HxWxD]
•      Be recyclable
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Design Brief

The Science and Technology Facilities 
Council is a UK government-funded research 
organisation. A subsiduary, RAL Space, 
carries out world-class space research and 
technology development.  They are currently 
engaged in autonomous robotics research.

For use with their own 
robotic rover vehicles, RAL 
Space require a robotic 
gimbal platform capable 
of keeping instruments 
horizontal regardless of 
the terrain being traversed, 
while providing protection 
from the environment and 
from vibration.  The system 
must also accommodate a 
laptop for control and data 
collection.

Solution Specification

•  Retains a horizontal attitude on slopes of   
up to 30 degrees
•  Completely isolates instrumentation from 
vibration within operational range
•  Suitable for use in a temperature range of 
-10 to 60 degrees Celsius
•  Flexible instrumentation attachment 
system ensures payload flexibility.

Objectives

• To protect technical instrumentation from 
extreme heat and cold, as well as hostile 
environments such as dust and snow.

• To maintain instruments at a horizontal 
attitude whilst traversing gradients of up to 
20 degrees.

•  To be autonomously control-
led, automatically adjusting 
platform attitude through an 
on-board control system.

•  To protect instrumentation 
from vibration at a wide range of 
amplitute and frequencies.

•  To provide an extremely 
flexible platform suitable for all 
kinds of instruments or sensors.

Team Members

Richard Thomas
Ali Bastas
Wei Hao Koh
Paolo Moro
Omid Ramezani
Joe Shirley

Supervisors

Dr Roger Ngwompo
Dr Nigel Johnston
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KIStech Knee Simulator 
 

Design Brief 
The project objective was to develop a knee 
simulation machine to evaluate the range of motion 
of next-generation total knee replacements. Implant 
manufacturers do not rigorously test implant 
kinematics as there is no commercially available 
solution, and the machines used by many research 
institutions have significant limitations. 

The design must simulate muscle action and 
replicate activities of daily living (ADLs), whilst 
providing an integrated method for quantification 
and visualisation of results. The machine needs to 
provide an anatomically correct environment in 
which to test the artificial joints in 6 degrees of 
freedom. 

 

Key drivers 
Knee replacements currently have the highest 
dissatisfaction rates of all the major artificial joints. 
With rapidly increasing demand for knee implants 
and a changing patient demographic, sophisticated 
testing capabilities are required in the industry. 

 

Key features 
The key features of the KIStech Knee Simulator are: 

 Wide range of movement: the machine can 
simulate flexion angles between 5 and 120 
degrees. 

 Control of hip position relative to the ankle, to 
simulate various ADLs. 

 Configurable geometry according to anatomical 
variations. 

 Repeatable test scenarios and consistent results. 
 Optical motion capture system with real time 

data output and visualisation. 
 

 
General specs 
 Electrically operated, software controlled user 

interface. 
 High precision NEMA-34 stepper motors and 

LINAK-LA23 linear actuation.  
 Proprietary adjustable implant attachment 

system to replicate surgical techniques. 
 High-precision linear guide rails ensure long-

term repeatability and low-friction operation. 
 Configurable hip counterweight system. 
 Passive marker based optical motion capture 

system.  
 PLC based control system for load cells and 

other sensors.  
 

Team members 
Eleanor Gordon (Project Manager) 
Duncan Scrivens (Business Manager) 
Jon Ridley  Alan De Maria 
Miraj Muhaimin Mike Bridge 

Supervisors 
Prof. Tony Miles 
Prof. Richie Gill 

Acknowledgements: Lisa Fitzgerald 
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Tintometer 

AUTONOMOUS LOADER 

TEAM MEMBERS: TIM ADAMS – ALEX BLUMFIELD – CHARLOTTE COOKT 
JOHN GOODYEAR – MAX ROBERTSON – ALEKSANDRS TROFIMOVS 

SUPERVISORS: PROF. JOHN TAYLOR – GRAHAM OUTRAMS 

Design brief 
The Tintometer Ltd. produce a range of 
small glass cells, cuvettes, for use in 
spectrophotometers, at a factory in 
Cornwall. The factory, currently 
inefficient, is in the process and 
implementing a system of automated 
machines, whilst also increasing 
production five-fold. Our brief was to 
design an autonomous loading system 
for use in conjunction with the new 
automated manufacturing machines. 
Product specification 
The solution was required to: 
• Handle a throughput of 600 

products per day over a wide range 
of sizes 

• Be implemented alongside the 
current factory layout 

• Have a capital cost of less than 
£50,000 and lower running costs 
than a manual solution 

Solution 
Our solution is an Autonomous Robot, 
using a rotating slot lifting mechanism 
to carry cassettes containing the 
components around the factory.  
The robot will be controlled wirelessly, 
following lines of coloured tape on the 
factory floor between stations.  
A prototype has been created to prove 
the wireless communication and line-
following ability of the system. 

TINTOMETER – WADEBRIDGE FACTORY 
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The Biomedical Boom.... 

Background 
 
Biomedical  engineering is a rapidly expand-
ing  field of research. A greater understand-
ing of the  mechanical properties of tissues 
and other such materials is becoming para-
mount to developments in tissue modelling 
and re-growth. There clearly is a need of a 
machine that can accurately  test soft tis-
sues and bio materials for such applica-
tions. 

Design Brief 
 
The project aim is to design a planar biaxial 
biomedical testing machine with specific 
focus on the method in which specimens 
are gripped when under test.  

Key Specifications 
 
 4 high precision actuators to achieve 

biaxial testing 
 Provide unique gripping and specimen 

handling solutions 
 Seriously reduce the cost to £100k  
 Complete system integration incorpo-

rating all aspects of sensors and con-
trol of actuators.  

 Simple and easy to use 

The Design 
 
Key features of the design include: 
 
 Two interchangeable grips for low and high force ap-

plications 
 High precision actuation via ball and screw drive 
 Compete system control, integrating all sensors, actu-

ation and user interface. 
 Arm alignment system 
 Temperature controlled water bath for body simula-

tion conditions 
 

Project Team 
 

Sebastian Bush-Hipwood (PM) 
Jordan Bryan (BM) 

Kinga Sapeta 
Katja Wegerer 

Daniel Du 
 

Supervisors: 
Prof. Andrew Plummer 

Prof. Patrick Keogh 
 
 

               Sponsors: 
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 Court Surface Measurement for 
Hawk-Eye Innovations 

DESIGN BRIEF 
Hawk-Eye is the only officiating system which has been approved by tennis’ governing body, the ITF. 
At present, a time-consuming method using lasers is implemented at the beginning of each 
tournament to measure the dimensions of the court in the x, y and z-axis. Hawk-Eye does not 
assume that the court has perfect dimensions or is perfectly flat. The challenge is to implement a 
new court measurement method which has greater accuracy than the existing technique and will 
allow for multiple court measurements to be taken throughout the course of a tournament where 
significant court wear is to be expected (Wimbledon). 

SPECIFICATIONS/KEY ISSUES 
 12 Systems with a cost price of £1500 each 
 Minimum product lifetime of 5 years, being used daily 
 Maximum measurement time of 2 hours per court 
 Increased accuracy in the z-axis over ~100m of court surface 
 Needs to be easily transported between tournament sites worldwide  

 
 
ACHIEVEMENTS  
The team has designed a measurement system for less than £1500 which offers the 
following benefits over the existing system. 

 Simpler measuring procedure reduces the risk of human error 
 Greater accuracy (From ±2mm down to sub-mm accuracy) 
 Measurement method is more robust, removing the chance of  

having to re-perform the measurement procedure (due to laser  
orientation changing during measurement) 
 

TEAM MEMBERS  
Thomas R. Jones (P.M.) 
Jonathan de Beaux 
Arthur Per Cowie 
Francine Rosa Vargas 
Amir Hossein Beigi 
 

PROJECT SUPERVISORS 
Rod Valentine 
Peter Shepherd 
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Vehicle Robot Design for Chassis 
Dynamometer Testing

Design Brief

Chassis dynamometers (rolling roads) 
are widely used within the automotive 
industry for the testing and development 
of vehicles, generally using a human driver. 
This often leads to discrepancies in results 
due to varying driver behaviour. The use of 
a robot driver would remove human error 
from testing whilst increasing accuracy 
and repeatability over identical test cycles.

The aim of the project was to design a robot 
capable of actuating the gearbox, pedals 
and ignition system of a vehicle under test.

Specification
Performance:
Repeatability:
Temperature:
Compatibility:

Installation:

Comparable to human driver behaviour
Less than ±0.2kph variation under steady state operation
Operate in -20°C to +60°C conditions
Compatible with a range of vehicle types and layouts; 
both left and right hand drive
Should take less than 5 minutes to install into a vehicle

Achievements

• Successfully designed a robot comparable in performance to market  
  leaders, whilst at a lower price
•	 Designed	a	vision	based,	gear	position	system;	a	first	in	the	market
•	 Designed	a	flexible,	modular	robot	system

Engineering Team

Matthew Smith (Project Manager)
Alex Perrakis
Joe Windell

Ciaran Gallagher (Business Manager)  
Bethan Smith
Tonte Lawson

Supervisors
Dr Chris Brace Dr Jon du Bois

Sponsors

Sierra CP Engineering Ltd.
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Aim 
To design a cryogenic liquid nitrogen cooling system that 

can be retrofitted to a vertical axis CNC machine

Benefits

The use of cryogenics in machining has 
shown to produce multiple benefits such 
as increasing cutting tool life, producing a 
better surface finish and the ability to work 
at higher cutting speeds producing faster 
metal removal rates. The aim of the project 
will be to design and develop a cryogenic 
cooling system that can be retrofit to any 
existing vertical CNC machine in industry.
 

Considerations

The design will take into consideration 
various constraints and design issues like the 
existing tool changing mechanism, the space 
constrains within the CNC machine and the 
delivery of the cryogen to the point of cut.

Engineers

Samuel Yeo (Project Manager) 
Philip Greenfield (Business Manager),  
Benjamin Carless 
Shantanu Mahajan 
Mario Pecinovsky 
 

Supervisors
 

Prof. Stephen T Newman 
Dr. Vimal Dhokia

Main Specification Points

•  The system shall cool the tool-workpiece 
interface by delivery of a cryogenic fluid

•  All parts directly involved with cryogen 
should be able to perform at extreme cold 
temperatures

•  The system shall be retrofittable to any 
existing vertical CNC machining centre

•   The system must accommodate/
consideration made for the tool changing 
mechanism
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Swirl Effect Filling Machine

Design Brief

To design a filling machine capable of 
producing a suspended swirl pattern within 

a container. A variety of patterns is desirable; 
the machine should be suitable for batch 

manufacturing in a packaging factory.

The main advantage of products filled using 
this method is their aesthetic appeal.

Specification/Key issues

•   Consistently and accurately creates a     
     defined pattern.
•   Can fill 10 units per min.
•   Must operate semi-automatically. 
•   Integrate into existing production line.
•   Pattern design to order.
•   Adaptable for a range of container sizes. 

Achievements/Description of the Design

The main focus of the design project was to make 
the machine simple to manufacture, easy to 

operate and reliable.

Produced a working scale model of the machine 
and used it to prove the principles of operation. 

Created a full machine design ready to be 
prototyped and exposed to a practice production 

line.

Designers:
Philip Boyd (Pm)
Jack Donovan
Hannah Southan
Andy Pennock (BM)
Siddhant Sajan Hegde
Yang Jiao

Supervisors:
Prof Glen Mullineux
Dr Irene Turner

Sponsors:
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Magnetically Levitated
Vertical Axis Hybrid Turbine

McCamley turbines are powered by five
rotating blades spinning about a vertical axis,
enabling it to accept wind from any direction.
The blades are housed within a stator, which
augments the natural power of the wind.

The turbine has been designed to
overcome many of the issues associated with
horizontal axis turbines that rely on a steady
wind speed, whereas McCamley’s design is able
to manage the turbulent and variable nature of
gusting wind conditions.

When the wind speed drops below 3m/s,
McCamley turbine continues to operate, a point at
which traditional models stop and require power
from the Grid to restart.

McCamley turbine is able to self-start at a
wind speed of 1.8m/s without the need to draw
power from the grid. McCamley turbines offer a
unique bat and bird friendly design.

An innovative hybrid design has been
developed to enable McCamley technology to meet
the MENA region needs. This is achieved through
incorporating:
 Solar panels in the stator to take advantage of

the  regions high solar potential.

 Active magnetic bearings, reducing
vibration and noise.

 Permanent magnet levitation system to
support the vertical load.

 Composites to significantly reduce the
rotor weight.

Hybrid Design

Supervisors
Dr. M.N Sahinkaya

Dr Hadi Abulrub

Group Members
Will Paskins
Alex Ferrao
Tom Bolton

Franziska Schmucker
Alex Squires

Adam Sandey
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Background

A recent attack of a Rothko in the Tate 
Modern saw millions of pounds worth of 
damage caused in a matter of seconds. In 
response to the growing trend in high profile 
vandalism, a national gallery has made 
enquiries into the provision of a predictive 
anti-vandalism device.

Our Company

Dynamic Protection Solutions is a business 
start-up specialising in the protection of 
high value assets.  Working in collaboration 
with Euronova, DPS look to provide predic-
tive protection systems to the art display, 
fire mitigation and industrial processing 
industries.

Team

Oliver Hebden
Haris Ali
Aidan Litterick
Laura Ruaro
Rebecca Shering
Jonathan Yek

PAINTING PROTECTION DEVICE

Customer Requirements

The final product solution will need to meet 
the following requirements:

• Protect against:
  - Tagging
  - Knife attack
  - Liquids/Acids
  - Physical attack
• Unobtrusive to the viewer
• Integrate with existing systems
• Deploy within 5 seconds 
• Protect for at least 10 seconds
• Rapidly reset
• Operate without danger to general  
               public

Solution

The solution provides a physical barrier 
between the attacker and the artwork for 
total damage mitigation. Through close col-
laboration with a number of galleries in the 
UK, DPS has designed and developed two 
products to date to allow painting protection 
from multiple perspectives.

Supervisors

Jeff Barrie
Elies Dekoninck

Sponsor
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Brief
Atlas Genetics are developing an ultra-rapid diagnostic platform that uses disposable test 
cartridges to offer diagnostic results with laboratory accuracy in less than 30 minutes. 
To achieve fast and sensitive testing, the quality of the genetic sample must be preserved. 
To this end, a method of measuring a genetic sample and transferring it to the cartridge is 
needed, with the option for external mixing with a liquid reagent beforehand. 
Also several additional liquid reagents are stored in the cartridge and released during the 
diagnostic test. However the current method is inefficient and unreliable, therefore an 
improved method is needed.

Sample Transfer and Reagent Storage for Genetic Testing

Requirements
The sample preparation process 
must:

•  Measure and transfer sample       
     accurately
•  Maintain sample integrity
•  Be operable by an unskilled user
•  Be complete in less than a      
     minute
•  Be achieved under a tight budget

The mixing stage has to:

•  Produce a homogenous solution                   
     from two liquids of varying      
     viscosity
•  Use accurate volumes of liquid

The reagent storage device has to:

•  Store a reagent without losing  it  
     or allowing it to degrade
•  Release the reagent into the     
     cartridge reliably and accurately

Design
A machine has been designed to automate the 
preparation of the sample for testing. The machine 
consists of a pipette and an input tray to position 
the inputs (disposable tip, sample pot, mixing 
container and cartridge), and is contained within 
a 300x200x400mm enclosure, making it desktop 
friendly, ergonomic, and relatively portable.

The reagent storage device consists of a piston and 
cylinder and works similarly to a syringe. It is made 
from specialist plastics to ensure the reagent is not 
released during storage. The device can be fitted 
into the current cartridge with no modification to 
the cartridge required.

Designers: Tom Beamish, Tom Searle, James Godsell, Donato Mcniven, Guillaume Janin
Supervisors: Dr S MacGregor, Dr F Osman, Dr S Gheduzzi

Sponsors: Atlas Genetics
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Car Design Brief 
Team Bath Racing 2014 have designed a 550cc single seater race car to compete in 
the Formula Student competition at Silverstone in July 2014. 
 
The brief is to design a car for the weekend non-professional racer who demands 
high performance and value for money for use in sprint and autocross events. 
 

Design Philosophy 
  
“Elegant, Efficient, Proven.” 
 
• Aerodynamic grip and balance 
• Efficient use of materials 
• Static and dynamic validation 

 
 
 

Design Achievements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Ride Height control through 

innovative suspension system 
to aid aerodynamics 

• Enhanced  Driver Environment 
• Lightweight composite  chassis 

 
 
 
 

Chassis Full Carbon Monocoque 

Engine Aprilia 550cc V-Twin 
45kW @ 9500 rpm 
58Nm  @ 5750-7500 
rpm 

Aero 750N at 60kph 

Mass 160kg 

Team Members:  Dave Turton, Josh Wesley, Adam Phelps, Chris Bell, Jimmy Bichard, Alex Summers, James Garlick, James 
Plunkett, Krishan Arora, Ben Hughes, Luca Coniglio, Max Breda, Matt Scovell, Laurence Hanes, Robbie Birkhead, Igor 
Paramonov, Kadir Usal, Peng Tian, Jing Yao, Matt Sellick, Haris Papadopoulos, Seb Hendrick van Os, Liam Morgan, Carl 
Tholin-Chittenden, Phil Thomas 

 

Formula Student – TBR14 
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Rolls-Royce - Integrated Industrial Project
Supervisor: Dr Chris Bannister

Matthew Ashworth

Project Zero

Engine reliability is essential for aircraft opera-
tors. Disruption in civil airlines results in high
costs with disruption in military applications 
leading to potentially fatal mission aborts. 
Project Zero was implemented in the civil sec-
tor in 2005 with the aim of minimising disruption 
to operators through continuous reliability im-
provement. Recently a decision was made to roll 
Project Zero into the military domain for a range 
of military engines and aircraft. This project aims 
to investigate causes of ground aborts and work 
to create reliability improvements.

Michael Doughty

Oil in rotor unbalance

The effects of unbalance due to oil in a rotat-
ing part of a gas turbine engine are not well 
understood. It is believed that oil in the rotor can 
cause excess vibrations in gas turbine engines 
under normal operating conditions resulting in 
additional component wear. This project aims 
to undertake research 
in order to understand 
the behaviour and 
consequences of oil 
within rotors.

David Good 

Characterisation of the discharge coefficient 
of effusion holes operating in arrays

During the design of a jet engine Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is used to model the air 
flow through the sections of the engine to inform 
performance predictions and guide the design 
decisions. The cooling air that flows through the 
effusion holes needs to be modelled in order to 
satisfy mass balance through the engine and to 
assess cooling performance. This project aims 
to characterise the air flow through an effusion 
panel consisting of an array of effusions holes in 
order to improve current effusion panel models.

Richard Jackson 

Advanced vibration analysis packages

A common method of determining the ‘health’ of 
gas turbine engines during operation is via the 
continuous monitoring of engine vibrations. The 
aim of this project is to assess if there is a busi-
ness case for using advanced vibration analysis 
packages as a monitoring or diagnostic tool for a 
specific operational gas turbine engine. 

Vytenis Aleliunas

Rotor inter-module joint behaviour

Mechanical rotor joints or couplings are used 
in power transmission systems to connect two
rotating shafts together in order to transmit 
rotary motion and torque. The repeatability of 
joint assembly is highly important for balancing 
and vibration reduction with misalignment result-

ing in dynamic unbalance.
This project investigates 
the impact of misalign-
ment on the behaviour 
of different rotor joint 
designs and under the in-
fluence of contamination.
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Supervisors

Academic
Dr R Butler

Dr MJ Carley
Dr JL Cunningham

Prof I Gursul
Dr DN Johnston

DR HA Kim
Prof GD Lock

Dr M Meo
Prof ST Newman

Dr M Wilson
Dr Z Wang

Industry
Dr L Boyd

Dr J Crocker
Mr D Heaton
Mr F A Hewitt

Sir R Hill
Mr M Joynt
Prof J Jupp

Mr K MacGregor
Mr C Stevens

Sponsors

Airbus UK
Rolls-Royce

Aerospace Projects
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Aerospace Business and Design 
Project 2013

 Group A: Avantis Aerospace

Team

Simon Rushton: Project Manager and 
Cockpit and Cabin Layout
David Anscombe: Structural Integrator 
and Management Strategy for Sub-
Assembly
Him Chay: Fuel Systems and 
Aftermarket
Kenichiro Fujimoto: Technical 
Integrator and Business Manager
Enrique Garcia Bourne: Tail Structure 
and Fuel Price Analysis
Jiazheng Guo: Landing Gear and 
Competitor Analysis
Jelal Maman: Aerodynamics and DOC
Sudip Nair: Stability and Control 
and Management Strategy for Final 
Assembly
Anhadjeet Sandhu: Wing Structure 
and Regulations
Timothy Sauvalle: Flight Control 
Systems and Sales and Marketing
Samantha Smith: Fuselage Structure 
and Environment
Christopher Wiseman: Performance 
and Project Costing
Jibran Yousafizai: Propulsion and 
Procurement and Supply Chain

Design Brief
The aim of this project was to design 
an aircraft to replace the ageing Boeing 
757, which was discontinued in 2004. 
The 757 has a varied market and the 
designed aircraft should be capable 
of performing all of its roles. The 
aircraft should carry a minimum of 185 
passengers, in a 2-class configuration, 
across a range of 3,900nm.  It should 
have a direct operating cost 20% lower 
than aircraft operating in 2010.

Design Specification
The Avantis Aerospace 5XX is a single 
aisle aircraft with two unducted contra-
rotating fan engines (UDCF). The aircraft 
will be launched as a joint venture with 
EADS, with an entry into service of 2025. 
The aircraft, with its revolutionary engine 
design will potentially use 29% less fuel 
than the Boeing 757-200, which in turn will 
offer substantial environmental benefits. 
Furthermore, the aircraft design will 
extensively utilise composite materials 
in order to design for minimal weight. 
With this concept it is hoped that Avantis 
Aerospace will exceed what is currently 
offered from its turbofan equivalents.

Passenger Capacity (2 Class) 186

MTOW 98,296kg

Engine Thrust 329.8kN

DOC reduction (compared to 757) 27%

Sales Volume Forecast 3278 Units

Cruise Speed Mach 0.76
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project is predicted to break even within 
5 years of starting sales and make a  
positive return of 10.5% on investment. 

Designers

Matt Holt: Project Manager and Cabin 
Design
Josh Simpson: Structural Integrator 
and DOC
Andy Hadley: Technical Integrator and 
Project Costing
Jake Dixon: Business Manager and 
Propulsion
Jeff Jollychen: Aircraft Performance 
and Aftermarket
Guangwen Wu: Aerodynamics and 
Subassembly-Line
Vessela Yordanova: Marketing and 
Stability and Control
Aaron Mander: Wing Structure Design 
and Regulation
Ujas Mandavia: Fuel Systems and 
Competitor Analysis
Vlad Aleksejevs: Flight Control 
Systems and Environmental Issues
Raveet Gunaratnarajah: Landing Gear 
and  Final Assembly Line
Talha Pirzada: Fuselage Structure 
Design and Fuel Pricing
Xi Zhang: Tail Structure and 
Procurement

Aerospace Business and Design Project 2013 
Group B: Swift S610

Design Brief
Production of the Boeing 757 ceased in 
2004 after 22 years. Despite the aircraft’s 
popularity, especially in the North 
American Market, no direct replacement 
has been produced.

The brief was to design an aircraft to 
compete with the smaller A321/B737 
and the larger A330/B767, as the 
replacement of choice for an ageing 757 
fleet.

Specification/Key Issues 
Entry in service of 2025
Passenger capacity 185 two class
Airport Compatibility ICAO Code D
3900 nm maximum mission range 
Minimize turnaround time
DOC target – 20% reduction against 
2010 state of the art
ETOPS capability 180 mins. 

Achievements/ Design Solution
The aircraft has a conventional layout  
consisting of wings positioned low on 
the fuselage with the engines hung 
underneath. The cabin is configured 
to hold 20 first class passengers to the 
front of the aircraft and 165 economy 
class to the rear. The aircraft has been 
designed to hold significantly wider 
seats for passenger comfort. The aircraft 
has a maximum take-off mass of 96.5 
tonnes and is achieved by the extensive 
use of composite materials as well as 
better fuel burn. A cruise Mach number 
of 0.82, reduces flight time and a fibre-
optic flight control system ensures 
optimum safety. Usage of standardised 
containers as well as an additional exit 
ensures a minimal turnaround time. For a 
reasonable list price of US$126.4m, this 
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The Human Powered Aircraft Group: Anthropter

What is a HPA?

A Human Powered Aircraft is an aircraft 
powered purely by the physical exertion 
of a human, usually by pedalling.

The Brief

The brief was to design a HPA to be 
entered into the 2014 Icarus Cup. The 
Icarus Cup is an annual competition with 
the inaugural competition taking place in 
July 2012. The 2013 competition will be 
the first ever HPA event to be sanctioned 
by the World Air Sports Federation (the 
FAI) and the 2014 Icarus Cup may become 
the first HPA World Championship. 

Specifications

Cruise Speed: 7.6 m/s
Cruise Power: 280 Watts
Wing Span: 23 metres
Wing Area: 25 square metres
Empty Weight: 35 kg
First Flight: Summer 2014

Design and Approach

The team’s strategic statement was: 

“To design an aircraft that we can 
manufacture and will fly further than the 
Wright Flyer’s longest flight of 260m.”

In light of this, the design approach 
was one which favoured simplicity and 
compromised on speed in order to 
ensure Anthropter would conceptually 
and physically get off the ground.

The key features of the design solution 
are: a recumbent pilot position; tractor 
propeller; all moving tail surfaces; a 
discrete carbon fibre structure with Mylar 
skin; and a five piece wing for ease of 
transportation and storage.

The Team

Bruce Edwards: Project Manager and 
Tail Structure
Mawuli Agbesi: Cockpit, Fairing and 
Manufacturing
Alexander Buckingham: Structural 
Integrator and Future Technology
Stuart Chell: Aerodynamics and Final 
Assembly
Robert Hardie: Technical Integrator 
and Regulation
Jessica Marengo: Propeller and 
Business Manager
Francisco Parga: Stability and Control 
and Marketing
Lauren Shipway: Wing Structure and 
Aftermarket
Pierre Thomas: Drive Train and Supply 
Chain
Danielle Winton: Stability and Control 
and Costing
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Our most grateful thanks and acknowledgements are due to the companies listed 
below for proposing and sponsoring this year’s design projects. The financial 
support and equipment that they have provided has been crucial to the success 
of the projects, and the encouragement and insight of their staff has been highly 
valuable to, and appreciated by, our students.

Project Sponsorship 2012/13
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The department would like to thank all the external input received during the group 
project activity. In particular, thanks goes to the External Panel Review and Advice 
team (EPRA), established by Sir Robert Hill in 2011. This is a team of experienced 
Engineers and Senior Managers from industry, which undertakes a detailed review 
of each project, with the students.

Brian Brooksbank
John Clayden
Bob Hill
Anne Holden
Andy Knott

Peter Lidgett
Paul Maillardet
Howard Mathers
David Mattick
Alick Moore

Frank Mungo
Mike Parkinson
Jonathon Reeve
Malcolm Shirley
Gareth Somerset

The External Industrial Project is a design-based project undertaken with industry 
over a six month period between March and August.  Each year, approximately a 
dozen third year students choose this option instead of a full time group design 
project.  Because of the timing, they do not exhibit their work at the Design and 
Project Exhibition.

Student

Christopher Shaw
Oliver Tulloch  
Angelos Alexandropoulos   
Ian Milsom  
Robert Ford  
Sam Abbott                     
Kervyn Mathieu 
Simon Joe Portal 

Andrew Reeve 
Siôn Roberts

Company

INPG/DP-Technolgy  
INPG/FinOptim    
INPG/DP-Technology  
INPG/FinOptim   
INPG/FinOptim                   
INPG/DP-Technology 
FHJ
Partners in Health (PIH)/ 
Inshuti Mu Buzima (IMB) 
FHJ
National Oilwell Varco 
(NOV) 

Based

Grenoble, France
Grenoble, France 
Grenoble, France
Grenoble, France
Grenoble, France
Grenoble, France 
Graz, Austria
Rwanda 
 
Graz, Austria
UK

Supervisor

FHO
RFN
RVM
SJC
BJH
AN
RFN
RFN

FHO
FHO

This year’s External Integrated Students are:

External Integrated Projects

External Review Panel Members
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The Final Year Engineering Project is the major individual research or design part 
of the MEng degree programmes in the Department of Mechanical Engineering. 
Students work full time on the project, which counts for 20% of the overall degree 
classification.

The general aim of the project is to provide the student with the opportunity to show 
creativity and initiative in planning and executing work on a demanding Master’s level 
project in a specific topic area which may include experimental, design, analytical, 
computational and business components. A number of the projects are taken in 
conjunction with industry, as well as Formula Student and Specialist Design related 
activities.

2013 Engineering Projects 
undertaken at the 
University of Bath
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Robert Abraham
Supervisor: Dr MJ Carley

Human Powered Aircraft: Manufacture and 
optimisation of flight propulsion in Skylark

This project looked at the manufacture, integra-
tion and optimisation of the drive system for the 
human powered aircraft Skylark. The geometry 
of the aircraft frame was already fixed from a 
previous design, and so the drive system was 
designed around limitations. The airframe was 
manufacture along with two separate drive sys-
tems, although due to time constraints only one 
system was tested. Future work into completing 
the testing and further optimisation is going to 
be undertaken.

Adedamola Udochuckwu Adeleke
Supervisor: Dr A Nassehi

Wood waste as an energy source 

This paper presents a simulation analysis, 
using System Dynamics, of the potential diffu-
sion of biomass boilers in the UK residential heat 
context. A review of the salient literature is pre-
sented and the gap between the modelling re-
sults and those from established forecasts is 
questioned. Finally, a model for future work is 
proposed encompassing the systems of inno-
vations approach, user-centric approach and 
a wider wood waste systems dynamic model.

Louise  Aiken
Supervisor: Dr MJ Carley

Stability and control of Human Powered 
Aircraft

The importance of stability and control analysis 
within the design of human-powered aircraft as 
increased with the improvements in achieving 
straight and level human-powered flight. The 
Skylark is a human-powered aircraft design by 
three undergraduate students to compete at the 
Royal Aeronautcial Society’s Icarus Cup in July. 
The tailplane and fin of the aicraft were sized 
following detailed longtitudinal, and lateral, stat-
ic and dynamic stability analysis.  A control sys-
tem was designed, endeavouring to be intuitive 
and easy for the pilot to use without a reduction 
of effort into powering flight.

Jack Barclay
Supervisor: Dr A Nassehi

The self-programming machine tool

The self-programming machine tool aims to 
automatically generate and optimise G-Codes 
to machine a part from a work piece descrip-
tion. A simplified model of CNC milling is devel-
oped such that tool paths can be produced by 
programs created and evolved through genetic 
programming. The system is shown to have 
some success with simple parts, however, it is 
suggested that methods are required to direct 
the search further after reaching a local minima.

Andrew Luke Beaumont
Supervisors: Dr RF Ngwompo/Dr MN 
Sahinkaya

Haptic control of a wrist joint simulator 

Many of the patients who undergo wrist arthro-
plasty operations experience a high failure rate, 
primarily due to wear of the articulating surfaces 
and also dislocation. To address this issue, a 
Wrist Joint Simulator is currently under devel-
opment which allows prosthetic wrist designs 
to be tested.  A LabVIEW control environment 
has been designed to allow wrist prosthetics to 
be rotated over a range of trajectories, such as 
Flexion, Extension, radial and ulna deviation 
and a spiral motion for dislocation testing. 

Daniel Balsas
Supervisor: Dr GW Owen
 

Analysis of 10” Hoosier tyre data and 
optimisation of tyre set up for competition

The project focuses on the analysis and setup 
optimisation of the Hoosier 6.0/18.0-10 LC0 
compound tyre that is used by the Formula 
Student team. Modelling by curve fitting using 
Pacejka’s ‘Magic Formula’ was carried out using 
MATLAB and Optimum T to attempt to gather 
an understanding of the force capabilities of 
the tyres and how they vary with temperature 
and pressure. This knowledge was developed 
during track testing to optimise tyre setup for 
competition.
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Mario Bolien
Supervisors: Dr P Iravani/ Dr MN Sahinkaya

Robotic scanning of 3D geometries for next 
generation automatic machining

Current automated scanning systems for the 
digitisation of parts with complex surfaces rely 
on the execution of preprogramed trajectories. 
This project aims to demonstrate the technical 
feasibility of a robot-assisted scanner that au-
tomatically localises a part in its workspace and 
adapts the scanning path to the part’s position, 
orientation and surface geometry. The devel-
oped prototype system uses Microsoft Kinect 
as a low cost range sensor in combination with 
a KUKA industrial robotic manipulator.

Alexandra Boudier
Supervisor: Dr AT Rhead

Visualising hidden damage in aerospace 
composites 

The weight saving potential of composite ma-
terials is currently not being fully utilised due to 
the presence of Barely Visible Impact Damage, 
which can dramatically reduce the strength of 
the composite. It is therefore important to find 
a Non-Destructive Testing technique to detect 
such damage. This project focused on testing 
different methods such as Laser Vibrometry 
and Shearography to find resonant frequencies 
of composite defects. Digital Image Correlation 
was also investigated for its ability to detect sur-
face defects.

Matthew Bradley
Supervisor: Mr R Valentine

Tennis racquet analysis: Vibration 

An investigation into how the string tension, pat-
tern and material affect the vibration response 
of a tennis racquet string bed after a ball impact. 
A ball is launched at the geometric centre of the 
string bed and a high speed camera used to 
track the response. Each of the variables is also 
tested multiple times after stringing, to see if the 
response changes with time. 

Jennifer Louise Bramley
Supervisor: Dr MP Ansell

Optimisation of the materials used in a novel 
guard for the protection of injury to the wrist

Optimisation of the materials used in the 
Giddins Guard wrist protection device, designed 
by hand surgeon Grey Giddins, was required 
in order to provide optimum impact energy 
absorption. The morphologies of foam materi-
als were characterised using Scanning Elec-
tron Microscopy. Mechanical performance was 
analysed using Dynamic Mechanical Analysis 
and drop testing. Testing found that closed cell 
polyurethane foams with spherical cell porous 
structures provide the best viscoelastic and en-
ergy absorption properties and would be recom-
mended for use in the Giddins Guard.

Christopher Butlin
Supervisor: Dr R Butler

Circumferential stiffness tailoring of 
composite cylinders

This project examines the potential of using var-
iable stiffness composite materials in cylinders 
using the computer program VICONOPT. The 
variable stiffness effect is achieved by chang-
ing the angle of the fibres within the compos-
ite material. This improves the load carrying 
efficiency of the structure as it better matches 
with the local loading around the cylinder. The 
result of this is a reduction in material needed 
and consequently a weight saving. The saving 
was found to be around 5%.

Andrew Board
Supervisor: Dr M Wilson

Evaluation of open source CFD software

Computational Fluid Dynamics usually requires 
the use of expensive commercial software. This 
project compared the free open source CFD 
software, OpenFOAM, against ANSYS CFX by 
modelling a rotor-stator system. Using Open-
FOAM this project successfully modelled the 
rotor-stator system with the same accuracy and 
realism as ANSYS CFX. However this project 
also found that OpenFOAM was more difficult 
and time consuming to use than ANSYS CFX.
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Alex Caples
Supervisor: Dr SA Cayzer

Reducing energy expenditure by optimising 
the use of solar generated power at Easton 
Community Centre

A major problem when using solar photovoltaic 
microgeneration for an individual property is the 
imbalance of the demand to the generated en-
ergy supply at specific times, which results in 
periods of excess generation. These exports to 
the national grid have an adverse affect on the 
systems cost effectiveness. This report looks 
at reducing the energy expenditure for Easton 
Community Centre by modelling the impact of 
several techniques, in order to maximise inter-
nal consumption of solar generated electricity.

Kirsty Carter
Supervisor: Dr MJ Carley

Aerodynamic optimisation and construction 
of a Human Powered Aircraft wing 

It was necessary to design and construct the 
wing of the new human-powered aircraft, Sky-
lark, such that it was an improvement on the 
previous aircraft. The final design has a higher 
aspect ratio to reduce induced drag and a larger 
wing area to reduce flight speed. These chang-
es resulted in a cruise power saving of 55W, so 
the new aircraft should be significantly easier to 
fly. The wing is currently in the process of being 
assembled.

Chen Chen
Supervisor: Dr MJ  Carley

Feasibility and aerodynamic study of a new 
generation civil transport aircraft concept

This project is set to investigate the feasibility 
of adapting a blended wing body concept to a 
smaller sized 200 seat aircraft and attempt to 
solve the potential problems related to such 
configurations. The core interests of this project 
include utilising parametric modelling, boundary 
element method based CFD and aerodynamic 
focused optimisation in aircraft design process 
using software gmsh, BEM3D and Octave. Vari-
ous meshing and post-processing data captur-
ing techniques were also investigated.

Weiyin Chen
Supervisor: Prof I Gursul

Loads control by oscillating Gurney flap

The report was to take all lift and drag measure-
ments from the high speed section of a large 
wind tunnel by uninstalling and installing a 
Gurney flap. To match the aims and objectives 
of the project, the flap location and height were 
varied to demonstrate the variation of both lift 
and drag coefficients. Also, in order to  optimize 
the experiment, the influence of the Gurney flap 
angle was to be examined in the tunnel.

Nicholas Camp
Supervisor: Dr SA Cayzer
 

Future development of civil nuclear in the 
UK

This project focuses on the future civil nuclear 
sector in the UK, by analysing different potential 
strategies regarding its development and the 
possible scenarios that could arise in the future. 
The performances of the strategies were evalu-
ated against key objectives using a Simple Multi 
Attribute Rating Technique (SMART), and the 
sensitivity of the results were also examined to 
ensure their robustness. The work drew conclu-
sions on the most preferable strategy to develop 
for civil nuclear power in the UK.

Andreas Charalambous
Supervisor: Dr DN Johnston

Fluid flow dynamics in an aircraft fuel 
system

The main aim of the project is to model the air 
release caused by cavitation and confirm these 
results with the experimental ones. Two param-
eters that affect the behaviour of gaseous cavi-
tation are the air release and air resolution time 
constants and both of these are investigated.
The simulation is carried out using the software 
of Matlab Simulink. The first order lag is one of 
the techniques that are used to represent the 
behaviour of air bubbles.
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Simon Clinkskel
Supervisor: Dr K Robinson
The use of thermoplastic composites as 
an alternative material for Formula Student 
component manufacture

Thermoplastic composites provide several key 
manufacturing advantages over thermosetting 
composites, leading to the easier and faster 
production of composite components. These 
attributes are of particular interest given the 
limited timeframe for Formula Student com-
ponent manufacture. This project explores the 
mechanical properties of available thermoplas-
tic composites and goes on to develop a means 
of manufacturing PEEK-Composite components 
through the definition of key processes and the 
design of prototype manufacturing equipment.

James Cole 
Supervisor: Dr Z Wang

Thrust and efficiency of oscillating wings 

There is currently a growing interest in applying 
the principles of oscillatory motion to enhance 
the propulsion methods used in a number of 
practical applications. The project involved 
desiging a new force balance to measure both 
the horizontal and vertical aerodynamic forces 
on a wing and undertaking a water tunnel study 
to experimentally investigate the effects of 
changing amplitude and depth on the propulsive 
efficiency of an oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil.

Carme Cortada Català
Supervisor: Dr M Meo

Non-destructive evaluation of kissing 
bonds using non-linear ultrasound

Adhesive bonds can suffer from premature fail-
ure when defects are introduced during manu-
facturing or in-service. Interfacial defects, such 
as kissing bonds, remain undetected to conven-
tional ultrasonic techniques. These defects rep-
resent a serious danger, and are holding back 
aircraft manufacturers from using adhesive 
bonds in primary structures. The aim of this pro-
ject is to develop a non destructive technique 
capable of detecting the presence of kissing 
bonds in adhesive bonded joints using nonlin-
ear ultrasound.

Tomasz Crabbs
Supervisor: Dr MP Ansell

Reinforcement of plant fibre composites 

Natural fibre composites are increasingly being 
used in the automotive industry as Eco-friendly 
alternatives for internal components.  Silicon 
nanoparticles are inexpensive, and used in 
the food industry. Sisal/epoxy unidirectional 
composites were manufactured using a ther-
mal press, and treated with silicon nanoparti-
cles to increase their Young’s modulus. Tensile 
tests, interlaminar shear stress tests, and DMA 
tests revealed that the nanoparticle treatment 
increased the stiffness and interlaminar shear 
strength of the composites.

Robert Cook
Supervisor: Dr SA Macgregor

Design of a fan test facility for construction 
machines

Fan selection for mobile construction machinery 
is a difficult process. This project explores the 
design and specification of a facility to measure 
fan airflow in installed and rig conditions, with 
the aim of improving the selections made. Meth-
ods of flow and pressure measurement were re-
searched, considered and specified, whilst CFD 
was used to try and reduce errors from turbulent 
and uneven flow within the facility. 

Dominick Constantinou
Supervisor: Dr S Akehurst

Simulation of performance benefits of 
split exhaust valve lift in a highly boosted 
downsized engine

The divided exhaust period aims at improving 
the gas exchange process in turbocharged en-
gines, through individual control of the exhaust 
valves. In this way the effects of the back pres-
sure from the turbocharger can be minimised. 
Using GT-Power, this project aims to simulate 
the DEP concept on a highly boosted down-
sized engine. The design of experiments meth-
od was used to explore the effects of certain 
parameters and to identify the trends in engine 
response.
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Sean Daryanani Melwani
Supervisor: Dr BJ Hicks

Independent home living for the elderly 
through NFC user based UI

Near Field Communication (NFC) is a technol-
ogy that creates contactless communication be-
tween two devices. This project investigates the 
possibility of using this technology to promote 
independent living for the elderly. An iterative 
process where simple and intuitive NFC based 
interfaces were developed and tested with el-
derly people was conducted. These interfaces 
were adapted to meet the needs of elderly peo-
ple while being as user friendly as possible.

Thomas Debar
Supervisor: Dr LB Newnes

Cost commitment curves in industrial 
sectors

In literature it is often stated that 70-80% of 
a product’s cost is in-built during the early 
design phase. This project aimed to gather 
evidence supporting this widely held belief and 
to ascertain how this varies across industries 
or products. Surveys and interviews were 
undertaken with cost estimating professionals. 
The findings showed that a large majority of 
a product’s cost is in-built early on, although 
levels were found to be strongly dependent on 
product attributes.

Aman Dhatt 
Supervisor: Dr K Bray

Spin decay of a football using a wind tunnel 
and its effect on trajectory modelling 

A tremendous amount of money goes into match 
preparation at the highest level of the most popu-
lar sport on Earth. Free kicks are very good scor-
ing opportunities in close games, and more prac-
tice goes into them than ever before. The goal 
of this project was to understand football spin 
decay and assess the importance of spin decay 
on football trajectory modelling. This work could 
lead to better match preparation and a competi-
tive advantage.

Liam Dixon
Supervisor: Dr LB Newnes
 

Assisting industry to optimise product 
specification and price bid for a defence 
contact

Defence contract bidding is becoming increas-
ingly competitive, due to decreasing global 
defence budgets and greater customer de-
mands. Working in conjunction with BAE 
Systems, this project aimed to assess afford-
ability. A model was developed incorporating 
both empirical and subjective aspects of the 
bid. The result illustrated a means to evaluate 
the bid and assist the bidding team in decision 
making regarding specification and price, thus 
improving the probability of acceptance, and 
driving the strategy. 

Guillermo J Durango
Supervisor: Prof I Gursul

Wing loads control by blowing

This project investigated alleviation of gust 
loads by using fluidic actuators, a technology 
that could result in lower structural weight and 
improved aerodynamic performance. The focus 
was on the effectiveness of steady blowing to 
decrease lift. Wind tunnel tests were run on a 
wing model designed and manufactured for the 
project requirements. CFD simulations were 
also completed. The results showed how the 
effect of blowing depended on jet location and 
angle of attack. Follow up work is planned to 
take the research further.

Alan Eade 
Supervisor: Prof PS Keogh
 

Investigation into active rotor balancing 
using ferrofluid

This report proposes a novel approach of 
rotor balancing.  Using electromagnets com-
bined with ferrofluid, it is proposed to control the 
mass imbalance that is present due to small, 
but inevitable, manufacturing tolerances and 
assembly misalignment. The first part of this 
report looks at a computational model of a flex-
ible rotor, with the second part looking at how 
the correction force at the balancing planes may 
be controlled by the movement of ferrofluid con-
tained within the rotor.
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Yiannis Eftychiou 
Supervisor: Prof SJ Culley

New framework for stimulating innovation 
in undergraduate design projects

This study was inspired by the fact that less 
than 2% of Advanced Design and Innova-
tion projects in the last 11 years successfully 
navigated through the innovation process and 
ended up as products. The aim of this research 
was to explore why this was the case, by 
identifying the barriers that hindered the devel-
opment of creativity into innovation and propose 
a framework to encourage entrepreneurial ven-
tures to spawn from the University of Bath.

Matthew Everest
Supervisor: Prof PS Keogh

Composite active magnetic bearings

Investigated was the use of soft magnetic 
composite without powder metal compaction 
or heat treatment in active magnetic bearings, 
specifically within the electromagnet cores. 
Current designs use electrical steel sheets 
as core material so the IFR (iron filled resin) 
composite was compared to this after being 
optimized in preliminary testing. The key results 
found were that the IFR gave less eddy current 
losses and gave 13% of the loading capability 
of steel sheets.

Luca James Fraser
Supervisor: Dr A Nassehi

The application of scheduling to multi-
process simulations 

This project focuses on the finding and evalu-
ation of iterative algorithms for solving the job 
shop scheduling problem. This general prob-
lem has wide ranging applications in industry. 
Six algorithms are presented: a randomised 
search, 2 greedy search methods and 3 tabu 
search methods. Several benchmark problems 
are solved optimally. The merits and drawbacks 
of different search methods and neighbourhood 
structures are discussed. The best algorithm is 
dependent on the cost of delaying the schedul-
ing decision.

Ryan Frost 
Supervisor: Dr MP Ansell

Development of a lower limb prosthetic 
socket 

This study aims to evaluate current designs for 
transtibial amputees using one case study, with 
common features to all below knee amputees, 
to focus on. Research was undertaken to show 
potential alternative materials for the manu-
facture of prosthetic liners. 3D laser scanning 
was used to investigate the accuracy to which 
casts are made of a residual limb.  A new socket 
design was also completed and analysed; 
yielding a significant weight saving.

Edward James Gallagher
Supervisor: Prof CR Bowen

Synthesis and characterisation of freeze 
cast MAX phase ceramics 

This project aimed to utilise a synthesising 
technique called freeze casting to manufacture 
solid, porous MAX phase ceramic samples. 
This process has never been used with this 
material before, meaning that the development 
of the manufacturing process was as important 
as characterising the finished, manufactured 
samples. Porous MAX phase ceramics have 
characteristics especially suited to high temper-
ature applications and are currently being used 
as gas burner nozzles and high temperature 
electrical contacts.

Evangelos Evangelou
Supervisor: Prof GP Hammond

Prospects of Natural Gas-fired power plants 
with Carbon Capture and Storage in the UK

The energy generation sector is recognised as 
the main contributor to the increasing anthro-
pogenic CO2 emissions. The capacity of future 
fossil fuel power plants to significantly reduce 
their emissions greatly relies on carbon capture 
and storage technologies (CCS). The aim of the 
project was, firstly, to examine the potential of 
employing such technology in the UK’s natural 
gas-fired power plant sector; and secondly, to 
analyse the major economic uncertainties that 
affect technological maturity and the UK’s initia-
tive CSS.
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Joseph Gross
Supervisor:  Dr MP Ansell

Modelling the structure of skis

This project investigates and develops a design 
protocol for alpine skis. The protocol is aimed at 
reducing the physical testing and prototyping re-
quired, and transferring this to the digital world. 
The digital model uses finite element techniques 
alongside composite laminate theory to assess 
the mechanical properties of the ski. The model 
is valid for a wide range of ski geometries and 
material layups.

Arnstein Hagen
Supervisor: Dr AJ Hillis

Development of a novel active variable 
geometry tidal turbine

The Darrieus type turbine is a lift based verti-
cal axis turbine. This project explores the de-
velopment of a prototype Darrieus turbine with 
independently pitching blades. This enables 
self-starting from stall, add the possibility of 
performance control and increases efficiency. 
The aim of the project is to improve prototype 
performance and implement power measuring 
equipment, which entails a complete re-design, 
re-build and experimental testing.

Ross Hannah
Supervisor: Dr S Gheduzzi, Prof R Gill

Design and manufacture of bone scaffolds 
using a RepRap printer 

Bone scaffolds are bioresorbable implants de-
signed to support bone at a defect site whilst 
enabling new bone to form through and around 
the structure. Recent developments in the field 
of rapid prototyping mean that 3D printing is 
a potential technology for the manufacture of 
highly porous scaffold designs. This research 
project has successfully developed methods for 
the mathematical design of bone scaffold pore 
architectures and the manufacturing of these 
designs using a RepRap 3D printer.

Alexander Hewson
Supervisor: Dr LB Newnes

Assessing the similarities between life 
cycle cost estimating and life cycle analysis

The project focused on a proof of concept for a 
mutually beneficial design selection framework
of a product with regards to its cost and envi-
ronmental impact at the concept embodiment 
stage. The method sought to assess the simi-
larities in chosen concept assemblies and pro-
vide a minimised selection platform. To assist 
in the selection cost and environmental impact, 
estimates were generated for a tibial jig concept 
through the use of SEER for Mfg. and Simapro 
7.

Matthew Humphrey
Supervisor: Prof SJ Culley

Understanding aircraft damage context  

With twenty new aircraft repair cases per day 
and future workload increases likely, Airbus In-
Service Support teams are looking to extend 
their current capabilities to maintain solution 
response times. This project investigates the 
potential for visualisation to improve the infor-
mation handling of the engineers in a way that 
accommodates new and less experienced engi-
neering users for team expansion. The project 
has focused on the historical repair case ar-
chive used to support every repair solution.

Richard Jackson
Supervisor: Dr K Bray

The impact and recoil of a squash ball  

An investigation into the observable deforma-
tions and sources of  energy loss for a high 
speed impact (up to 62 m/s) of a squash ball.  
When undergoing dynamic compression this 
highly deformable shell may create a coefficient 
of restitution far below that seen for low impact 
speeds, and the mechanisms behind this be-
haviour are explored.
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Philip Kiosseoglou
Supervisor: Prof PG Maropoulos

Solar roadways in Greece

In the first part of this project photovoltaic tech-
nology is analyzed in depth and the benefits and 
drawbacks of its implementation in Greece are 
determined.  The second part focuses on solar 
roadways. A feasibility study was carried out fol-
lowed by an economic viability research. Over-
all, it was concluded that, even though solar 
roadways can be constructed, with the current 
technology it most likely that they will lead to a 
financial loss.

Thomas Knight
Supervisors: Mr JE Muelaner, Dr J Darling

Kinematic optimization of bicycle 
suspension 

Full suspension mountain bikes are widely 
regarded as inefficient due to the occurrence of 
pedal bob displacement in the shock absorber 
as a result of normal pedalling action. Energy 
that could otherwise be used for propulsion 
is dissipated through the suspension. Using 
a kinematic approach to modelling the 
bicycle system, a theoretical equation was 
derived relating the pedalling force and force 
transferred to the rear shock absorber. After 
verifying the theory through experiments, the 
frame geometry was optimised to maximise 
mechanical efficiency.

Guanyu Lai
Supervisor: Dr DJ Cleaver

Effective synthetic jet actuators for 
aerospace and wind turbine applications

The active flow control is deemed to be the most 
appropriate method to improve the performance 
of an aircraft as it can be activated, deactivated, 
and modulated when necessary. This project 
aims to design a synthetic jet actuator for aero-
space and wind turbine application of suppres-
sing the flow separation. Several models were 
manufactured and tested to evaluate their con-
trol effectiveness. The evaluation was on the 
basis of several dimensionless parameters. The 
results showed adjacent configuration had bet-
ter performance.

Gerald Zheng Chuang Lee
Supervisor: Prof GD Lock

Flow visualisation of spheres using an 
infra-red camera

This fundamental fluid mechanics project aimed 
to investigate the flow properties of a smooth 
sphere, dimpled sphere and cricket ball model 
by carrying out wind tunnel testing.  An interest-
ing surface flow visualisation method using an 
infra-red camera was adopted for this project.

Bo Li
Supervisor: Prof GP Hammond

Carbon and environmental footprint of 
global biofuel production to 2050

World biofuel production was expected to rise 
to 27% of global transport fuel by 2050 from 
IEA global biofuel projection. This project aims 
to estimate the carbon and environmental foot-
prints of global biofuel production to 2050. The 
total carbon footprint was estimated to be 0.085 
billion gha in 2010 and would increase to 0.64 
billion gha by 2050. The total environmental 
footprint was 0.29bn gha in 2010 and would 
grow to 2.57bn gha by 2050.

Tom Love
Supervisor: Prof AW Miles 

Spine simulator study 

This project involved creating a control system 
for a recently upgraded spinal simulator.  The 
spinal simulator can test single or multi-level 
spine samples as well as prostheses and instru-
mentation in six axes. The upgrade was intend-
ed to make the simulator independent from the 
materials testing machine it had originally been 
built within. The control system should also al-
low testing to be completed with a user demand 
for the  force  experienced  by the specimen, 
rather than just specimen displacement.
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Aydin Mallender
Supervisor: Dr AJ Hillis

Investigation of rotor’s anti-back drive 
coupling

This project examined the vibration and noise 
present in an anti-back drive coupling when 
the output shaft has greater angular velocity 
or torque than the input shaft during rotation in 
the same direction. The examination involved 
experimental and computational work. The 
purpose of the experimental and computational 
work was to identify the cause of the vibration 
and noise; therefore allowing a solution and re-
design to be developed.

Luciano Eugenio Marisi
Supervisors: Prof PS Keogh

Position control system for a wrist 
simulator rig from a kinematics perspective

Research has been going on for several years 
in the biomechanics department to develop a 
wrist simulator rig. With the simulator already 
built this project describes the development of 
the position control system. Testing on the simu-
lator was done using a ball and socket joint and 
a universal total wrist implant. Different motions 
were tested to assess the control system per-
formance and limitations of the implants used.

Peter Massey
Supervisor: Dr DJ Cleaver

Piezo-actuation of flexible wings

Oscillating wings in a post stall regime increas-
es the lift force generated, mainly due to the 
presence of an aerodynamic mechanism called 
a leading edge vortex. This project quantifies 
this lift benefit using oscillations created by a 
piezoelectric actuator, which allow the wing to 
be used in conjunction with a micro air vehicle. 
Known optimum lift locations were coincided 
with the natural frequency of the wing assem-
bly, which maximised lift to actuator power ef-
ficiency.

Niall McCann 
Supervisor: Prof GP Hammond

Full scale investment appraisal for a UK 
biofuel refinery

An investment appraisal was carried out for a 
wheat straw bioethanol refinery within the UK. 
This was carried out for a proposed future fa-
cility to calculate the possible minimum ethanol 
selling price. A facility was designed from the 
bottom up taking into account the straw col-
lection, logistics, technology pathway and final 
distribution of bioethanol to fuel terminals. The 
sensitivities were then analysed as well as mar-
ket conditions to establish the requirements for 
successful operation.

Ernesto Monroy
Supervisor: Prof PG Maropoulos

Factory design for future wings assembly

Increased demand for air travel and pressure 
from competition will require aircraft manu-
facturers to implement new manufacturing 
equipment that allows them to reduce costs 
and increase production rates. The project is 
focused specifically on wing manufacture and 
its metrology, tooling and automation technolo-
gies. Discussions with experts, a comparison 
with the automotive industry and a review of the 
literature allowed to identify manufacturing tech-
nologies that may be seen in the future factory. 
These were objectively evaluated and synthe-
sised.

George Evangelos Moros
Supervisor: Dr CD Bannister

Automotive catalyst light-off strategies for 
petrol engines

With current and forthcoming emission control 
legislation becoming more stringent every year, 
the development of a ‘no-emissions’ vehicle is 
set as the optimum objective of every car man-
ufacture company. On this basis, the effect of 
six catalyst fast light off techniques have been 
modeled on a Matlab environment, and their ef-
ficiency has been evaluated based on their abil-
ity to minimize the emission pollutants and their 
negative effect on catalyst ageing.
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Lee Veen Ng 
Supervisor: Prof R Gill

Determining the torque needed to cause 
fretting in hip replacement stems

The galvanic corrosion is an electrochemical re-
action which occurs at the taper joint of modular 
hip replacement due to repetitive loading. The 
fretting and corrosion between the taper joint in-
terfaces can produce the metal particles which 
will weaken the interface and loosen the pros-
thesis. The aim of this project was to determine 
the level of torque required to cause the fretting 
corrosion at the taper joint of the hip prosthesis 
dependent on different assembly forces.

Adam Nichols
Supervisor: Dr SA Macgregor

Cooling properties of a novel disc brake

Brake overheating can result in reduced brak-
ing power and shortened component lifespans. 
The Fennaco disc is designed to address this 
issue by improving on the cooling capabilities 
of normal disc brakes. Experiments were con-
ducted to compare the cooling properties of the 
Fennaco disc with a plain disc and to assess 
the Fennaco discs suitability for various appli-
cations. The Fennaco disc was found to have 
better cooling performance than a plain disc at 
low rotational speeds.

Efe Onder
Supervisor: Dr M Meo

Non-linear ultrasonic non-destructive test-
ing method on aircraft structures 

The project aims to test the applicability of a new 
non-linear ultrasonic non-destructive method for 
damage detection on aluminium and compos-
ite structures and for the imaging of damage on 
composite structures.  For damage detection, 
the method was tested experimentally on two 
different aluminium structures with crack propa-
gation caused by fatigue and piezoelectric sen-
sors were used for the imaging of damage on a 
composite panel.  The results were compared 
to the CT  Scan and ultrasonic C-scan images.

George Paschalis
Supervisor: Prof AR Plummer

Distributed actuation for future aero 
structures

This project investigated a 3D morphing struc-
ture and an actuation technique which can be 
applied to an aerospace wing.  Research led to 
the utilisation of a matrix constructed with four-
strut tensegrity cells. Actuation was enabled by 
changing the lengths of each cell’s tensional 
members.  Simulation results from a tenseg-
rity model indicated that Planform Alternation 
and Out-of-Plane Transformation are possible 
with the actuation of specific members. Experi-
mental testing of a physical two-cell tensegrity 
model validated the theory for two of the wing 
modes analysed.

Marios Patinois
Supervisor: Dr CJ Brace

Trombone pressure wave supercharger 
(PWS) for model IC engine

The benefits of using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 
in civil applications are increasingly evident. 
However, their widespread employment faces 
one major barrier: extremely high purchasing 
costs. The aim of this project was to perform 
all the required steps for the development of a 
Trombone PWS that can be fitted to a model 
4-stroke engine. Having accomplished this, a 
significant reduction in the cost of the UAV can 
be achieved as the expensive and specifically 
designed UAV engine can be replaced with a 
smaller, and much cheaper, model a/c engine.

Mark Nielsen
Supervisors: Dr AT Rhead/ Dr R Butler

Damage tolerance of steered fibre 
composite laminates

Damage tolerance of anisotropic carbon com-
posite laminates to delamination damage, con-
sidering 30° sublaminate fibre angles seen in 
steered fibre laminates. The unusual damage 
tolerance behaviour seen when considering +/- 
30° fibre angles within a sublaminate above a 
circular artificial delamination was investigated. 
The effects of large sublaminate extension-twist 
coupling, and large Poisson’s Ratio mismatches 
between the sublaminate and laminate, were 
looked into as reasons for the models not pre-
dicting the behaviour correctly.
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Marc Rovira Salvado
Supervisor: Mr R Valentine 

Analysis of the effect of temperature and 
humidity on the vibrations of the string-bed 
of a tennis racquet

The aim of this project was to analyse how 
temperature and humidity variations of a tennis 
racquet affect its string-bed response subject 
to a tennis ball impact. With three newly strung 
racquets, it was concluded that there is indeed 
a quantifiable change due to an increase in tem-
perature. 

Soroosh Safaei Keshtgar
Supervisor: Dr EA Dekoninck

Comparing the brainstorming of a product 
design team working in a conventional 
setting versus working remotely

For firms to succeed in competitive global mar-
kets, a great shift in the organisational layout 
has been recorded. To expand their organisa-
tion and form a widely distributed, culturally 
and structurally diverse work force, reducing 
costs and sharing risks, a growing proportion of 
companies are using virtual teams. This project 
compares the virtual design team to a conven-
tional face-to-face setting to understand how 
this shift affects the productivity of the engineer-
ing design team.

Aditya Sahu
Supervisor:  Dr Z Wang

Aerodynamics of heavy goods vehicles

A 1:50 scale Corgi model of a semi-articulated 
Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) was tested in the 
University’s closed-loop wind tunnel facility 
(Freestream velocity = 20 m/sec, Re =420,000). 
Rapid prototyped profiles were attached to the 
base model and tested to assess their impact 
on the overall aerodynamic efficiency. Drag 
measurements from the tests were explained 
with the aid of flow visualization techniques.  A 
basic CFD simulation aided the understanding 
of the flow field and validated the drag measure-
ments. Overall drag was reduced by 14% with 
an airfoil profile mounted at the leading edge of 
the box-trailer.

Charley Semmens
Supervisor: Dr IG Turner

Influence of environment on the mechanical 
properties of polymer coated bioceramics

Porous calcium phosphate bioceramics are 
favoured as a scaffolding material for the re-
placement of bone. Porous bioceramics are 
weak; however, polymer coatings can be used 
to improve their mechanical properties. Little is 
known of their relative behaviour in vitro, specifi-
cally how their mechanical properties will be af-
fected after insertion in the body. The aim of this 
project is to investigate the mechanical proper-
ties of polymer coated ceramic scaffolds after 
immersion in simulated body fluid to assess 
their clinical suitability for bone replacement.

Qilong Ren
Supervisor: Prof I Gursul

Suction control on stalled airfoil

Suction control is a traditional boundary layer 
control method. It is applied on stalled airfoil to 
induce more lift. The project aims at investigat-
ing the effect of attack angle, suction location 
and air volume flow rate of suction method. 
Experiments are conducted in open jet wind tun-
nel. The induced lift is expressed in the change 
of lift coefficient. The efficient of suction method 
is the primary drawback of practical application.

 

Samuel Peirce
Supervisors: Prof AW Miles/ Dr V Dhokia

Investigating the nature and level of contact 
of hip joint taper ends

Modular hip replacement components are held 
together via a Morse-Taper. This connection is 
susceptible to micro-motions and fretting wear. 
There is a fundamental lack of understanding 
regarding the contact occurring at this inter-
face, knowledge of which may help to improve 
taper designs. This project aimed to develop a 
methodology for identifying the nature and level 
of contact occurring at the interface, via tech-
niques including: CMM scanning, electrical con-
tact resistance measurements, and recording 
head on stem displacement during assembly.
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Graham Smith
Supervisor: Prof CR Bowen

Manufacturing and characterization of Ti 
sub-oxides

Magnéli phases (TinO2n-1) are ceramic sub-
oxides of titanium dioxide which are highly con-
ductive and have good chemical resistance, 
making them an ideal material for an electrode. 
This project aimed to develop a hierarchically 
porous Magnéli phase ceramic material for an 
electrode to be used in a redox flow battery that 
would be used in large scale energy storage 
systems. The porosity would increase the sur-
face area of the electrode, improving the bat-
tery’s performance.

Toby Smith
Supervisor: Dr M Wilson

Computation of the fluid flow and heat 
transfer in a rotor-stator wheelspace

CFD simulation using ANSYS CFX was carried 
out to investigate the effect of wheelspace ge-
ometry changes on the rotor disc friction and 
heat transfer characteristics. Three distinct ge-
ometries ranging from a plain disc to a complex 
configuration with rotor and stator disc surface 
protrusions were examined across a range of 
rotational Reynolds numbers. After a thorough 
model verification and validation process the 
implications of the findings for operational gas 
turbine design were explored.

Pol Solé i Estiu
Supervisor: Dr DAS Rees

The modelling of convective heat transfer of 
a shear-thinning fluid in a porous medium

The flow of a power-law fluid in a 1D and 2D 
porous medium is investigated through non-
dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. A macro-
scopic model is proposed and the effects of the 
shear-thinning behaviour of the fluid and medi-
um geometry on the permeability are explored. 
A 2D network of solid blocks filled with a power-
law fluid with a horizontal temperature gradient 
is modelled and the effects of the shear-thinning 
behaviour of the fluid on the stream function are 
investigated.

Guy Steemson
Supervisor: Dr MJ Carley

Modelling of flexible flapping plates

The aim of this project was to create a 2D un-
steady panel code which could model a flexible 
aerofoil undergoing time-dependent pitching 
and heaving motions. This model was intended 
to simulate some of the phenomena that occur 
in flexible foils used in nature, such as in fish 
fins. For a variety of conditions the lift and drag 
outputs were calculated and visualisations of 
the flow structures were produced.
 

Mohan Singh
Supervisor: Dr M Meo

Impact damage on an AgustaWestland 
blade

Impact damage has been identified as a de-
bilitating threat in composite structures. An ex-
perimental campaign was conducted to quantify 
how composites react to different impact ener-
gies. Composite samples were manufactured 
in-house and tested using an impact test rig 
designed and built solely for this research pro-
ject. Ultrasonic C-Scan technique was used to 
detect damages in the composite samples. A 
Finite Element Analysis simulation of the impact 
test was developed using the state-of-the-art FE 
code LS-DYNA.

Sunny Shah
Supervisor: Dr SA Cayzer

Upscaling offshore wind energy - how big 
can we go?

Offshore wind energy has immense growth po-
tential but significant cost reductions are nec-
essary to meet the industry’s ambitious deploy-
ment targets. Upscaling of current technology 
is one pathway to reducing energy costs. This 
study aimed to investigate the impact of con-
structing larger wind turbines and wind farms on 
the final cost of energy, with a view to identifying 
an upper limit to cost-effective upscaling.
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Xian Su
Supervisor: Dr Z Wang

Flexible flapping wing aerodynamics

The aerodynamic performance of flexible wings 
undergoing oscillatory motion was investigated 
experimentally.  The effect on aerodynamic per-
formance of changes in wing planform shapes, 
oscillation frequency and amplitude, and the 
advantage of using flexible materials for wing 
construction were investigated. Time-averaged 
lift, drag coefficient and power input coefficient 
of test wings were obtained and compared.  The 
comparison between rigid and flexible wings 
was included.

Nattapong Suksudprasert
Supervisor: Dr MN Sahinkaya

Vibration control of a high speed 
manipulator

Rotating linkage mechanisms usually suffer vi-
bration problem when operating at high speed 
due to its physical imbalance. The vibration 
problem limited the maximum speed in which 
the mechanism can achieve. This project aimed 
to investigate the viability of different shaped 
input demand techniques in its efficiency of 
reducing vibration in the output motion. A four 
bar linkage mechanism was used as a sample 
mechanism where the control techniques were 
tested through simulations.

Ahmed Suleiman
Supervisor: Prof G Mullineux

Optimisation techniques in design 

Optimization is the drive to achieve the best 
possible solution for any given set of circum-
stances. The drive for optimization led to the 
development of a structured mathematical pro-
cedure to solve problems. The aim of the project 
is to determine if ‘new’ optimization techniques 
created in the 21st century can be modelled 
using ‘traditional’ techniques developed in the 
1960s with the aim of identifying if they are as 
fast and accurate.

Lauren Sutton
Supervisor: Dr A Nassehi

Glocalised production

Glocalisation is a new theory that opposes the 
principles of globalisation by suggesting that or-
ganisations should adapt their global strategies 
to also suit local preferences. In manufacturing, 
this means creating multiple, self-sufficient sup-
ply chains that serve local production facilities, 
which in turn distribute products within a set 
boundary of the surrounding area. This pro-
ject provides insight into glocal manufacturing 
from the organisation’s perspective. Using a UK 
company, Modcell, as a case study, the effects 
of moving their production facilities to different 
countries around the world are considered.

Jack Tuxford
Supervisor: Dr P Iravani

Design of a dextrous robotic machining tool  

Design of a novel robotic sensor capable of 
measuring forces and torques in six degrees of 
freedom as well as measuring high frequency 
vibration and inertial forces. Finite element 
modelling has validated that the load measure-
ment design can decouple any combination of 
force and torque and can accurately determine 
the direction and magnitude of an applied load. 
Experimental methods have verified that the 
layout and position of the sensor is suitable for 
vibration measurements.

Efstathios Tsilenis
Supervisor: Dr LB Newnes

Design for optimisation - unmanned air 
vehicles

This project aimed to identify the product attrib-
utes (like reliability, affordability, maintainabil-
ity etc.) that stakeholders involved in product 
design prioritise the most. The research ap-
proach was a survey distributed among BAE 
Systems personnel. The questions related to 
the product attributes of an idealised design, 
the Persistent Green Air Vehicle BAE Systems 
Technology Challenge. Qualitative analysis of 
the responses showed that an engineering edu-
cational background and years of experience in 
the business were the determining factors in the 
stakeholders’ preferences.
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Moses Wajsman
Supervisor: Dr DJ Cleaver
Drag reduction through the Liedenfrost ef-
fect at low Reynolds number

Hydrodynamic drag reduction is a key area of 
naval research due to current demand for ei-
ther faster or more economical naval transport. 
The Leidenfrost effect occurs when liquid en-
counters extremely hot substrates and enters 
the so-called “film boiling” regime, where a 
vapour layer forms in the liquid-substrate inter-
face. In this experiment, the vapour layer has 
been shown to reduce the drag experienced 
by a circular cylinder by around 20% in the low 
Reynolds number regime, making it a viable al-
ternative to other hydrodynamic drag reduction 
techniques being researched.

Chunxiao Wang
Supervisor: Prof CR Bowen

Bistable composites for energy harvesting

Asymmetric laminates reveal morphing struc-
tures with two stable states, which can be shift-
ed from one another by instantaneous force. 
This bistable characteristic is discovered to fit 
in wireless energy harvesters. Bistable compos-
ites are combined with piezoelectric material to 
accomplish the goal of energy harvesting. The 
ability in energy generation of bistable compos-
ites harvester was investigated with different 
sizes of laminates experimentally. The results 
showed that bistable composite harvesters 
have great potential in practical application.

Adam Wassall
Supervisor: Dr A Nassehi

Computer simulation of a small factory

This project investigated how useful DES (dis-
crete event simulation) could be if successfully 
implemented within a small factory, with the goal 
of enabling manufacturing SMEs to improve 
their processes and to compete alongside larger 
organisations in the global market. The project 
consisted of modeling three small factories and 
simulating what-if scenarios. The results show 
that DES can be used as a valuable resource 
when making strategic business decisions, and 
some of the key characteristics that may influ-
ence the true value of simulation within SMEs 
were identified. 

Daniel Waters 
Supervisor: Prof AR Plummer

Efficient Fluid Power Actuation 

Hydraulic actuation systems are used in a 
wide variety of applications but tend to be very 
inefficient. This project aimed to demonstrate 
increased efficiency through the use of two 
novel hydraulic actuation control systems: indi-
vidual metering valve (IMV) and multi-chamber 
actuation. The IMV system provided increased 
control flexibility and required 24.4% less pow-
er per cycle than a conventional system. The 
multi-chamber system was able to demonstrate 
energy recovery, saving an additional 2.9% of 
the required power per cycle.

Jonathan Wan
Supervisor: Dr AJ Hillis

Damage detection in offshore wind turbines

Current maintenance methods of offshore wind 
turbine structures are expensive to industry.  
These costs could be avoidable with a remote 
damage detection system that alerts when main-
tenance is required. This project details an inves-
tigation into the feasibility of damage detection 
in offshore monopile wind turbine structures via 
inspection of the vibrational response character-
istics.

Matthew Vance-Daniel
Supervisor: Dr R Butler
Analysis of pressure vessel nozzles in off-
shore applications

This project assesses the fatigue damage ac-
cumulated in pressure vessel nozzles commis-
sioned on offshore applications such as Float-
ing, Production, Storage and Offloading units 
(FPSOs). Due to ocean wave motions, continu-
ous inertial loadings are exerted on FPSOs and 
its on-board equipment over a 25 year period. 
The nozzle to shell weld is the most likely failure 
point on a pressure vessel under such loadings. 
During this project, several nozzles were fatigue 
tested until failure. In addition, FEA simulation 
and analytical methods were used to evaluate 
the fatigue damage.
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Andrew Whyte
Supervisor: Dr AJ Hillis

Active vibration cancelling for a helicopter 
pilot seat

Helicopter vibration has been associated with 
back pain experienced by pilots, and therefore it 
is necessary to better isolate the helicopter oc-
cupants from harmful structure borne vibration. 
Active vibration cancelling offers great potential 
to reduce vibration, and this project investigated 
a number of aspects related to the development 
of an active vibration cancelling helicopter seat. 
Project work included experimental testing of a 
dummy on a shaker table, modelling to charac-
terise the dummy response, and simulation to 
evaluate an active cancelling system.

Heather Wilson
Supervisor: Dr IG Turner

Ceramics for bone replacement: optimisa-
tion of coatings to improve mechanical 
properties

Open porous bioceramic scaffolds are used 
as synthetic bone grafts and whilst good at 
promoting bone cell growth, are currently too 
weak to be used in load bearing applications. 
This project aimed to improve their compressive 
strength with the application of a polymer coat-
ing through an optimised technique. The addi-
tion of 20% w/v polcaprolactone resulted in a 
twofold increase to 4 MPa compared to uncoat-
ed samples, almost as strong as natural bone, 
and therefore ideal for clinical applications.

Kher Jie Wong 
Supervisor: Dr M Meo
Design of an energy harvester sensor for 
an AgustaWestland helicopter damage 
tracking 

This project researched and designed an ener-
gy harvesting device on a helicopter rotor blade. 
Broadband vibration of a rotor blade is problem-
atic as optimum piezoelectric energy harvesting 
only occurs at resonance frequency. This pro-
ject studied the use of a highly nonlinear soli-
tary wave propagating within a granular chain 
to act as a frequency filter between the vibration 
source and piezoelectric due to the advantages 
of nonlinear wave. MATLAB and Finite Element 
computational modelling were used to achieve 
this.

Zi Ye
Supervisor: Dr FH Osman

Dynamic behaviour of energy dissipation 
upon impact

This project investigates an innovation energy 
dissipation method which uses the same prin-
ciple as the Equal Channel Angular Extrusion 
process. The corresponding device is simple in 
structure, inexpensive to produce, requires very 
little maintenance, and is reusable; therefore, it 
was named the Universal Reusable Energy Ab-
sorption Device (UREAD). This project studied 
device performance under static loadings and 
impact loadings.

Runan Zhang
Supervisor: Dr MN Sahinkaya

Input shaping for vibration reduction in 
compliant manipulators

Residual vibration occurs in all mechanical sys-
tems due to many causes. It is problematic in 
flexible systems. Altering the input signal is the 
most economical and feasible way of reducing 
the residual vibration compared with redesign-
ing the hardware and applying the closed loop 
control. However, the existing input shaping 
methods suffer from various problems when 
being implemented in non-linear systems. The 
aim of this research project was to develop a 
novel method which can effectively reduce the 
residual vibration in non-linear flexible systems.

Matthew Wood
Supervisor: Dr CD Bannister

Human gait analysis

In this project a model was designed which 
determines whether or not a soldier is carrying 
their rucksack full of equipment. It uses MAT-
LAB to transform and analyse signals obtained 
from accelerometers placed on the soldier’s 
bodies. This model is to be used by the military 
as part of a system which enables them to as-
sess the energy expenditure and fatigue of sol-
diers whilst they are deployed on operation.
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Muhammad Haaziq Basir
Supervisor: Dr GW Owen

Optimisation of the driveline for a Formula 
Student car using carbon drive shaft

This project focuses on designing the replace-
ment carbon fibre drive shaft with a steel end 
as a replacement for a steel drive shaft supplied 
by Taylor Race. The investigation into the adhe-
sive strength and the stacking sequence of the 
Carbon fibre fabric are the big part in this pro-
ject in order to design a lightweight drive shaft. 
The test shaft was built and will be retrofitted in 
TBR12 driveline in the future.

Thomas Burke
Supervisor: Dr CJ Brace

Combustion analysis of a Formula Student 
engine

Improving steady state calibration of a For-
mula Student engine was achieved by using 
advanced combustion data acquisition and 
analysis. Data was acquired using a cylinder 
pressure transducer at various operating con-
ditions to better understand combustion, and 
the effect of changing ignition and fuel mixture.  
Abnormal combustion, or knock, was recorded 
and quantified.

Dan De Zille
Supervisor: Dr GW Owen

Optimisation of the suspension system 
setup of a Formula Student vehicle

This project sought to develop an optimised 
suspension setup for the Formula Student car 
being built by Team Bath Racing 2013. This 
was achieved through track testing of the pre-
vious year’s car and modelling work to allow 
setup parameters to be transferred between 
cars with different suspension characteristics. 
Improvements were made to the balance and 
responsiveness of the car although significant 
compliances were identified in the suspension 
system which may hamper transfer to the new 
car.

Michael Farley
Supervisor: Dr K Robinson

Integrated oil & water engine cooling 
system for a Formula SAE vehicle

An integrated oil and water cooling system de-
signed for a two cylinder motorbike engine on a 
FS car. Promoting reliability through improved 
design, additional systems and operational 
strategies to gain control over the thermal 
management of Team Bath Racing 13’s Aprilia 
RXV550 engine. The main design feature of 
the system is a custom oil to water heat ex-
changer in the external oil tank enabling the oil 
to be heated by the coolant during warm up and 
cooled under normal operating conditions. The 
heat energy is then rejected by a water to air 
radiator.

Yue Zhang 
Supervisor: Dr R Butler

Preventing buckling of composite aero-
space panels using steered carbon fibres 

This project describes a design study for com-
pressional panel with Variable Angle Tows 
(VAT). The project utilizes VAT to improve the 
stress distribution and reduce the structural 
weight. In this project, the optimal models are 
constructed by prismatic assembly plates. As 
manufactural requirements, the models are 
limited by stacking sequence role and material 
constrains.

Formula Student Group

Nianlong Zuo
Supervisor: Prof AR Plummer

Hydraulic cylinder design

In conjunction with Delstar Engineering Ltd., the 
project aims to develop quantified hydraulic cyl-
inder design procedures. Primarily concerned 
with strength calculation, including non-trivial 
considerations such as thread strength, end 
bearing pin stresses and buckling strength 
calculation; also considering O-ring selection, 
cylinder deflection calculation and frictional 
moment calculation at the cylinder end. It is re-
quired to develop Mathcad worksheets and a  
benchmark against real-world examples.
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Tzvetelin Valentinov Gaydarov
Supervisor: Dr SA Akehurst

Formula Student - Inlet port geometry

Engine performance is largely dependent on the 
geometry of the inlet ports which governs both 
volumetric efficiency and in-cylinder motion. 
The project quantifies TBR’s engine in-cylinder 
tumble motion and the results are supported 
with CFD. Custom built tumble meter was used 
to obtain tumble coefficients while the air-flow 
was recorded in order to meet the long-term 
goal of increasing low-end torque. The correla-
tion between the numerical model and the test 
results might be further improved.

Matthew Laight
Supervisor: Dr K Robinson 

A study of cam design on an inlet-restricted 
engine

One-dimensional engine simulation software 
was used to model various valve lift profiles 
and their effects on engine torque, specific fuel 
consumption and reverse flow through the in-
let valves, caused by the regulation-imposed 
flow restriction in the intake system. Valvetrain 
dynamics were also considered, including an 
investigation into the effect on valve float and 
valve surge of changing the mass of the valves 
and the stiffness of the valve springs. It was 
found that small improvements over previous 
custom cams are theoretically possible.

Chun Soon Lim
Supervisor: Dr GW Owen 

Formula Student - data logging and driver 
analysis 

Data logging is a common activity employed 
by a racing team and it functions to provide in-
formation on the performance of the car-driver 
combination on a particular track layout. This 
activity encompasses analysing the driver’s 
activities and the effect on the lap times. The 
driver analysis activity is performed on a test 
track created with the objective of replicating a 
sprint track layout at the Formula Student com-
petition.

Tom Johnson
Supervisor: Dr CJ Brace

Steady-state and transient engine 
calibration of a Formula SAE vehicle

With fossil fuel supplies rapidly depleting it is 
important for the automotive industry to employ 
engine strategies that can reduce fuel con-
sumption whilst maintaining excellent perfor-
mance. This project investigated engine control 
strategies that allowed the fuel consumption to 
be improved when the driver does not require 
large amounts of power (including cutting the 
fuel when the throttle is closed), whilst striving 
to maximise the torque when the driver fully 
presses the throttle. 

Trystan Jones
Supervisor: Dr K Robinson

Optimisation of gear shift strategy and the 
implementation of a mechanical throttle 
blipper for a Formula Student vehicle

The aim of this project was to improve the speed 
and consistency of gear shifts for the TBR13 
formula student vehicle. A mechanical throttle 
blipper was used to improve the consistency of 
downshifts by synchronising the torque reversal 
with downshift request. A closed loop strategy 
used the signal from the gear position sensor to 
allow the ECU to synchronise all aspects of the 
gear shift to ensure it was as fast as possible.

James Illman
Supervisor: Dr JL Cunningham

Formula Student Aerodynamics: Underbody 
Design & Development 

A composite underbody intended to produce 
aerodynamic downforce as designed, manu-
factured and tested on a Formula Student car. 
Initial testing was performed, utilising measure-
ment of suspension loads and air pressures as 
well as flow visualisation paint to gather overall 
downforce data and understand the flow struc-
tures underneath the floor. Initial  testing proved 
there is definite scope for further development 
and that a lightweight race floor based on its de-
sign could add significant performance a future 
Bath Formula Student car.
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Andrew Machin  
Supervisor: Dr CD Bannister 

Heat transfer in turbocharger

A computational research project looking into 
the effect heat transfer has on a turbochargers 
performance. Manufacturers assume air flow 
within a turbocharger is adiabatic, this assump-
tion was shown to be false within the investiga-
tion through a computer model. The model was 
built around the behaviour of a turbocharger un-
der steady state conditions, later being refined 
using transient data. Treating the system as 
non-adiabatic allowed true efficiency and power 
ratings to be calculated for the turbocharger.

Michail Madouros
Supervisor: Mr AJ Green 

5 axis CNC machining of Formula Student 
metal parts

This project is about assessing the different 
manufacturing methods that can be used to 
produce certain aluminium parts for the Formula 
Student car. The main focus of the project has 
been on the bearing housing of the suspension 
uprights, which is the most highly toleranced 
feature of the parts that have been considered. 
Results obtained through measuring a test 
piece, that was CNC machined, have indicated 
the appropriate process plan to be used for the 
actual components manufacture.

James Merrett
Supervisors: Dr CJ Brace

Traction control for a Formula Student 
vehicle

In a racing environment, it is critical to limit 
wheel slip and maximise adhesion between 
the tyres and the road surface, which traction 
control systems can achieve by regulating the 
torque delivered and/or the braking force ap-
plied to the wheels. The project investigated the 
potential benefit of an engine torque reduction 
based traction control system on a Formula 
Student car using the Pectel SQ6 ECU on the 
TBR12 test and development vehicle.

Joseph Millington
Supervisor: Dr GW Owen

Investigation into the optimum limited slip 
differential implementation in a Formula 
Student vehicle

This project set out to investigate the effect 
on vehicle performance when altering the ap-
plication of a limited slip differential. This was 
ultimately designed to optimise the differentials 
application, thus maximise the points scored in 
the actual Formula Student competition.  Prac-
tical testing was undertaken for the alternate 
differential settings, with the vehicles telemetry 
undergoing analysis in order to identify any 
changes in vehicle behaviour.

Peter Montague
Supervisor: Mr J Barrie

Design of an intake manifold for a Formula 
Student car using rapid prototyping

In this project a variable length intake mani-
fold was designed for the TBR13 Formula Stu-
dent car. The manifold uses induction wave 
ram charging to increase the torque output of 
the engine, by actively varying runner lengths 
with engine speed in order to achieve greater 
volumetric efficiency. WAVE engine simulation, 
computational fluid dynamics and finite element 
analysis were used to develop the manifold de-
sign, which was then 3D-printed using selective 
laser sintering.

Philippa Morris
Supervisors: Mr AJ Green

Optimisation of a composite monocoque 
for a formula student car

The 2013 Team Bath Racing car will have a 
composite monocoque chassis instead of the 
steel space frame used in previous years in an 
effort to improve stiffness to weight ratio. The 
aim of this project was to optimise the chassis 
through the testing of different orientations of 
the plies of carbon fibre and through the use of 
additional plies of different materials as well as 
by refining the manufacturing process so that it 
could successfully take place within the Univer-
sity and be carried out by the team.
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George Scholz
Supervisor: Dr GW Owen 

Structural Composites for Formula Student

Team Bath Racing are manufacturing a carbon 
fibre composite sandwich panel monocoque 
chassis for the 2013 Formula Student compe-
tition. This project centred around developing 
the mounting points for the suspension and rear 
frame to ensure adequate stiffness and strength 
using FEA, validated with extensive physical 
testing.  Additionally, composite wishbones and 
structural wing end plates were developed us-
ing to minimise weight, simplify manufacture 
and optimise their performance.

Miika Suonio
Supervisor: Dr K Robinson

A Study into Acoustic Exhaust Silencers

With strict FSAE scrutineering, ensuring the 
vehicle passes the noise test is critical. It is 
important to have an efficient silencer which 
minimises vehicle performance losses because 
of silencing. This study looks at different acous-
tic silencing methods through simulations and 
experimentation. The simulation results show 
some helpful trends but could not be used to 
design a complete functioning system.

Matthew Turner
Supervisor: Dr JL Cunningham

Aerodynamic Assessment and Develop-
ment of the Wings of a Formula Student Car

The front and rear wings on Team Bath Racing’s 
2012 car were subject to assessment involving 
measuring the aerodynamic loads and adopting 
flow visualisation techniques. ‘Flo-vis’ paint and 
wool tuft testing served to explain airflow behav-
iour. A number of additional devices and modi-
fications were tested to evaluate downforce 
gains with the principal aim of assisting future 
wing design and development.

James Joshua Waldock  
Supervisor: Mr AJ Green

Design and manufacture of composite 
wheel for use on a Formula Student car

A two piece carbon fibre wheel was designed 
with the aim of reducing weight and improving 
performance relative to an alloy wheel. Finite 
element analysis was utilised in order to define 
a suitable laminate for the outer section and to 
optimise the geometry of the aluminium inner 
section. Manufacture and testing of the carbon 
wheel showed improvements in both mass and 
stiffness over the aluminium.
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Jonathan Jenkins
Supervisor: Dr P Iravani

Manufacture a biomimetic artificial hand

This project is set in the context of working 
towards a revolutionary change in how pros-
theses are designed. The aim is to produce a 
prosthesis based upon how the human hand 
works instead of upon what is easy to manu-
facture. This project is a feasibility study, look-
ing for a means of manufacturing the structural 
components of such a hand. A previously un-
known process has been developed to manu-
facture biomimetic skeletal structures.

Jamie McBrien
Supervisor: Prof SJ Culley

Fuel Cell Manufacturing Development

The objective was to redevelop the methods 
used by Johnson Matthey for fuel cell production 
to cope with rapid increases in demand. Innova-
tive processes were created and incorporated 
into the design of a machine for their assembly.  
This was then manufactured and involved heat 
sealing and vacuum handling for components. 
The rig is capable of producing products that 
meet JMFC’s quality standards, whilst achiev-
ing an 87% reduction in cycle time. Following 
this success, evaluation was made of how the 
processes developed could be incorporated into 
fully automated production.

Specialist Design Group

Filipe Barretto
Supervisor: Dr IG Turner

Rainwater harvesting system for Sanctuary 
houses

People Against Poverty, a UK-based charity, 
has been providing basic housing to people liv-
ing in a very impoverished region in Romania. 
It has determined that the addition of a rainwa-
ter harvesting system and sanitation solutions 
to the houses that have been built, would fur-
ther contribute in improving the lives of these 
people. The aim of this project was therefore 
to design and prototype a rainwater harvesting 
system, an eco-shower and an eco-toilet that 
can be used in very a constrained environment.

Ian Goode
Supervisor: Mr J Roesner

Towards an automated control system for 
human powered racing submarines

The performance of human-powered racing 
submarines requires accurate directional con-
trol. This project explores methods of improving 
this. It sets foundations for future automated 
systems: developing prototypes for fuzzy con-
trollers, hardware verification, simulation and 
data acquisition. Efforts to improve manual con-
trol include development of a joystick, pitch sen-
sor and cockpit. Conclusions may be valuable 
to any submarine racing team and embody the 
desire for the long-term success of submarine 
racing teams everywhere.
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Ian McDiarmid
Supervisor: Dr BJ Hicks

Design optimisation of an off-road wheel-
chair

An open ended brief which was then focused on 
the most beneficial improvements through the 
use of user studies. The improvements made 
to the existing design were the addition of a 3 
speed gear system and quick release wheels. 
The iterative design process was largely proto-
type based with multiple test rigs being utilised 
throughout. The result of which was a fully work-
ing prototype which was well received by the 
company.

Peter Morgan
Supervisors: Dr SE Clift, Mr J Barrie

Automatic stirrer for cooking

The aim of this project was to design a stand-
alone automatic food stirring device which 
could be used to stir food in any size of pan. 
Development was led by prototyping with 3D 
printed models which enabled rapid changes to 
be made to the design based on observations 
of how each prototype performed. Along with 
solving the initial problem the final solution at-
tempts to consider user-interaction and injection 
moulding within its design.

Irfaan Mohamed Osman
Supervisor: Dr EA Dekoninck

Ergonomics of ironing: Alleviating arm & 
hand pain

The project aim was to explore physical prob-
lems faced by users while ironing, focusing 
on elderly users with joint disorders such as 
arthritis. Concept solutions were explored aim-
ing to alleviate arm/hand pains. Re-exploration 
of the problem and concepts resulted in a final 
bi-modal concept, with 2 prototypes: a lifting 
device and electromagnet implementation. The 
lifting mechanism has advantages over existing 
solutions, while the implementation of the elec-
tromagnet has shown there is room for more 
exploration.

Adam Nash
Supervisor: Dr SA Macgregor

Tesla-turbine for micro hydro electric in the 
developing world

Exploring the Tesla’s turbine concept and its 
suitability to be utilised as a small scale power 
generating solution in rural areas where con-
nection to grid electricity is not feasible.
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Stuart Whitehouse
Supervisor: Dr LB Newnes

Single-use single dose inhaler

The single-use inhaler overcomes the limited ef-
ficacy experienced in existing inhalers caused by 
insufficiently deagglomerated drug; providing an 
alternative method of vaccination and pulmonary 
treatment. Consideration of manufacturability, 
human factors and device performance directed 
the iterative design process. This was evaluated 
throughout using high speed video and compu-
tational fluid dynamic analysis. Prevalent issues 
including reliability of capsule opening and con-
sistent performance were resolved in the intui-
tive final design.

Jack Whitfield
Supervisor: Mr R Valentine

Tennis groundstroke training device

The aim of the project was to design a tennis 
training device for beginner to intermediate level 
tennis players, allowing them to practice their 
groundstroke technique off-court and without a 
training partner or coach. A novel solution was 
designed, prototyped and successfully tested. 
The device has an inverted pendulum setup, in 
which restoring force is provided by a variable 
stiffness torsion bar. Ball subsystem variants and 
means of ball spin measurement and feedback 
were developed.

George Wells
Supervisor: Dr LB Newnes

Design of a reconfigurable die for stretch 
forming aluminium façade panels

Modern CAD systems allow the design of archi-
tecture with complex double curvature facades 
with relative ease. However there is currently 
no economical method of manufacturing these 
facades. This project designed, and prototyped 
part of, a die tool to meet this need. The tool de-
signed consists of an array of individually mova-
ble pins, which form a reconfigurable die surface 
for stretch forming.

Geoffrey Pyatt
Supervisor: Dr JL Cunningham

Home Mountain: doorway training station 
for climbers

Rock climbing poses many unique challenges. 
The physical and mental demands are different 
to any other sport and can be highly rewarding. 
As any other athletes, climbers have to balance 
their training with everyday life. Being able to 
train at home is very valuable but the current 
training equipment is very limiting. Over the 
course of this project a product has been de-
signed to balance all the demands of the target 
market.
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BEng Student Projects

Oliver Aylett 
Supervisor: Dr SA Akehurst

The competitive potential for an LPG fuelled 
I.C. Engine within LMP1 Endurance Motor-
sport

This project looks into the use of LPG as a race 
fuel in endurance motorsport, primarily focused 
on the 24 hours of Le Mans. It uses 1D engine 
simulation software, to replicate a current, petrol 
fuelled engine and explores how such a power-
train could be optimised to run LPG against the 
technical regulations of the sport. It also looks 
into the required infrastructure for running LPG 
in this category of motorsport and compares the 
overall potential race performance to a current 
petrol car.

Cong Gao
Supervisor: Prof GP Hammond, Mr JB Norman

Technology assessment of industrial 
carbon capture and storage (CCS) facilities

Carbon capture and storage (CCS) is one of the 
most effective technologies to mitigate the CO2 
emission. It intends to isolate the CO2 from 
flue gas and store it into certain sites to avoid 
it entering the atmosphere.This project focuses 
on the CCS deployment feasibility of iron & 
steel industry. The Top Gas Recycling system 
is specifically introduced and a real company is 
taken for analysis as a case study.

Enrique Garcia Bourne
Supervisors: Dr MN Sahinkaya

Agile Exploration Rover: design and con-
struction of a LADAR mounting

An autonomous rover is being designed and 
built at the University of Bath. In order to provide 
it with the gift of vision, an articulated mounting 
was to be designed. This was to allow the inte-
gration of a Sick LMS 200 sensor to the robot, 
and to accurately position the sensor. The de-
sign process was completed with the manufac-
ture of the mounting.

Nandan Gokhale
Supervisor: Dr MJ Carley

Vortex filament simulation of fluid flow

In this project, the computational accuracy, CPU 
usage time and predictions of the vortex fila-
ment method were studied through the model-
ling of fluid dynamics problems involving vortex 
rings. Various integration schemes and discre-
tisations were investigated - the results were 
used along with previously published research 
to perform inviscid simulations of the interaction 
between co-axial vortex rings and the non-linear 
evolution of vortex ring structures in the shear 
layer of anaxisymmetric jet.

Emily Hargrave
Supervisor: Dr IG Turner

Bioceramics development using freeze-
casting

In recent years, the fabrication of porous ce-
ramic structures has been explored for use as 
synthetic bone tissue. Freeze casting is a novel 
technique that can be used for the production of 
defect free porous bodies. This project aims to 
build on previous and current research into us-
ing freeze casting with camphene as the freez-
ing vehicle to fabricate porous ceramics with 
optimum mechanical properties by considering 
the preparation procedure.

Shengxin Jia
Supervisor: Prof PG Maropoulos
 

Large velome metrology systems perfor-
mance evaluation

This project aims to understand the operation 
of large volume metrology systems and impact 
of rotations and distance on accuracy, as well 
as accuracy itself. A multi-station measurement 
with 10*10 metrics is applied to determine un-
certainties values of Leica laser tracker (AT401). 
Simulation and physical measurements are in-
troduced to value respects of AT401 of different 
distance and rotations. Finally, a comparison of 
accuracy between Faro arm and Leica AT401 is 
conducted.
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Yee Si Lim
Supervisor: Mr R Valentine

Analysis of tennis string bed deflection

Various types of tennis strings are available in 
the market; however, there is little information 
regarding their dynamic characteristics.  An 
experiment was carried out at the University 
of Bath that involved subjecting a nylon tennis 
string bed to a series of cyclic loading at differ-
ent frequency. In this project, several graphs are 
plotted from the data collected in the experiment 
and are then anaylsed in order to study the dy-
namic properties of tennis string bed.

Hao Lin
Supervisor: Mr R Valentine

Modelling of total string bed extension for 
different initial deflection

A tennis racquet will have deformation when a 
tennis ball impacts onto the tennis string bed. 
This project aims to find out the relationship of 
different deflection distance of the string bed. 
The method of this research is to use Solid 
Edge to model the deflection of the tennis string 
bed. It compares the results of ideal deflection 
modelling, ball shape deflection modelling and 
a small experiment to find out the relationship.

Iya Mbuk
Supervisor: Dr FH Osman

Analysis of the design of a sheepskin 
manufacturing machine

This project analyses methods of improving 
the current sheepskin manufacturing process. 
Gripper actuators would transfer skin panels 
to their target area where foreign bodies would 
be removed using air-knives with the skin posi-
tioned wool-side-down. The skin would then be 
scanned for blemishes using two CCD cameras 
and a laser scanner. Cutting would be carried 
out by a cutting disc mounted on x-y linear ac-
tuators. Robotic air-powered hands would then 
collate cut panels for packaging.

Bo Ren
Supervisor: Prof PG Maropoulos

Investigation into measurement errors of a 
Leica laser tracker

In large-volume metrology, laser tracking sys-
tem is a high-accuracy approach of dimensional 
measurement. This process can be combined 
with design process to optimize the manu-
facture and assembly of large components. 
However, the application of laser tracker may 
produce errors from external factors such as 
the tripod.  An experimental investigation was 
carried out to determine how much influence 
a tripod brings to the accuracy of the results. 
The uncertainties generated by tracking system 
itself were controlled.

Xutong Sun
Supervisors: Dr HA Kim

Design development of 3D car park

This project is aim to develop a fully automat-
ed parking system, especially the transmis-
sion mechanism, that can be applied directly 
to the existing underground parking lot. There 
are limitations when apply   those existing au-
tomated parking systems into the underground 
environment. In the design development, the 
process time is shortened, the motion quantity 
is reduced, and the energy consumption is de-
creased. Several corresponding systems are 
included for a better and more precise perfor-
mance, such as the reservation system and the 
positioning system.

Frederick Tasker
Supervisor: Dr MP Ansell

Awkward materials in security applications

The project aims to investigate and identify suit-
able materials for use in preventing unauthor-
ised entry into private property. The investiga-
tion was sparked by a concern regarding the 
increasing availability of high voltage battery 
powered tools which decrease the effectiveness 
of existing security products. The report has 
identified a variety of metal alloys and fibrous 
materials, and their response to cutting and drill-
ing processes is compared.
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Harry Thompson
Supervisor: Dr P Iravani

4-DOF Force sensing in daVinci telesurgery

Implementation of haptic feedback in modern 
tele-operated surgical robots is paramount to 
their continued success and uptake in modern 
medicine. This project looks at the practical ap-
plication of kinaesthetic response in the form of a 
force/torque module compatible with the current 
generation of daVinci surgical robots. The mod-
ule outputs force data via an Arduino, displaying 
visuals to the user in real time through MATLAB. 
The design was validated experimentally with an 
actuated daVinci instrument.

Students studying abroad on the Erasmus Exchange Scheme

James Haigh

Assessors: Dr S Cayzer / Dr F Osman
Supervisor: Dr Russell Mckenna and Erik Mer-
kel, Karlsruhe Institut für Technologie, Germany

Model based Optimisation of Micro com-
bined heat and Power Systems 
(Modellgestützte Optimierung der Auslegung 
und Einsatzplanung von mikro-Kraft Wärme-
Kopplung Systemen) 

The project uses empirical data from a 2007 UK 
based Carbon Trust field trial to help understand 
the performance characteristics of domestic 
m-CHP units.  The important criteria are then 
transferred into a model which will then produce 
the optimal performance criteria against existing 
m-CHP units and thus highlight improvements in 
the operation for best economic performance.  
The model will then be further developed to as-
sist in planning the installation of m-CHP sys-
tems.
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Joshua Alexandre Cohen Dos Santos 
Guedes

Assessors: Prof. S J Culley / Dr R F Ngwompo
Supervisor: Prof. Peggy Zwolinski, INPG 
Grenoble, France

Integration of design for environment rules 
to the conceptual design phase of a product
(Intégration de « Règles Design for Environne-
ment » pour la conception de produits)

Ecological design is defined by many as “any 
form of design that minimizes environmentally 
destructive impacts”. Environmental policies 
set the rules, but is there a specific method to 
measure the degree of commitment of a prod-
uct’s design to these rules? GSCOP is a labo-
ratory in Grenoble in France which focuses on 
industrial optimization. The work undertaken 
by the student is focused on creating a simple 
digital tool that will generate indicators of com-
mitment to the Design for Environment Rules 
during the design phase of a product.

Miguel Garcia Las Heras

Assessors: Dr. L Newnes/ Dr R F Ngwompo
Supervisor: Dr. A Baboli, INSA Lyon, France

Optimisation via Simulation of the Logistics 
for a Chain of Supermarkets on the basis of 
Cost and Carbon Dioxide Emissions 
(Optimisation par Simulation du Réseau Logis-
tique d’une Grande Chaîne de Distribution sur la 
base des coûts et de l’empreinte carbone)

The aim of this research project is to optimise the 
logistics network between the suppliers and the 
four warehouses of the North West region of a 
chain of supermarkets in France. Cost and C02 
emissions are optimised simultaneously under 
the constraint that the solutions should require 
no capital investment. The optimisation is based 
on the simulation of different proposed scenarios 
inspired by the literature.

Grégoire de Lassus

Assessors: Dr M Carley / Dr R F Ngwompo
Supervisor: Prof. J-M Moschetta

Aero-propulsion study of a coaxial contra-
rotating thrust vectoring Nano-Air-Vehicle 
(Etudes Aéropropulsive d’un nanodrone à rotor 
coaxial à poussée vectorielle)

Nano-Air-Vehicles (NAVs) are a class of drones 
not larger than 7.5cm which can be an answer to 
some of larger drones (UAV or MAV) inabilities. 
Because of their size they are able to conduct 
surveillance type mission without being noticed. 
The purpose of this research is to understand 
the interaction and effects of two contra-rotating 
coaxial nanorotors on the performance of NAV.

Tomos Porter

Assessors: Prof. C R Bowen / Dr R F Ngwompo
Supervisor: Dr C Jean-Mistral

Optimisation of structures of hybrid dielec-
tric elastomer & electret generators
(Optimisation de structure des generateurs hy-
bride dielectric elastomère)

Dielectric elastomer generators are a class of 
electrostatic generators which convert changes 
in strain to electrical current by the principle 
of varying capacitance under an applied bias 
voltage. They have the potential to be used as 
energy scavenging devices for a wide range of 
applications. This project concentrates on the 
specific application of scavenging biomechani-
cal (muscle) energy by incorporating the flexible 
generator into clothing. 

2013 MEng Engineering with Language Year 4 Project Abroad - French
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Konrad Kral

Assessors: Dr C Brace / Mr J Roesner
Supervisor: Dipl.-Ing. Johann Peer, TU Munich, 
Germany

Preparation and Implementation of Optical 
Measurements on an Optically Accessible 
Engine 
Vorbereitung und Durchfuehrung von optischen 
Messungen an einem Forschungsmotor
 

An optically accessible engine is being commis-
sioned at the LVK Department of the TU Munich 
University. The engine has been modified to al-
low for a range optical measurements focusing 
on soot formation in the combustion chamber. 
The project involves a detailed research of the 
existing measurement methods, developing a 
methodology and planning the measurements. 
The configuration for PIV and DCV measure-
ments is to be established and the test-bed 
adapted for these measurement techniques.

Piotr Konopka

Assessor: Dr. Chris Bannister / Mr J Roesner
Supervisor: Dipl.-Ing. M.Sc. Stephan Fuchs 
RWTH Aachen, Germany

Implementation of an Internal Combustion 
Engine vehicle drivetrain in the weight mod-
el of a Battery 
Implementierung eines Verbrennerfahrzeugs 
Antriebstrangs in einem Gewichtsmodell für E-
Fahrzeuge

The project intends to create a solution for early 
stage design testing of different vehicle specifi-
cations affecting the overall weight of a vehicle. 
It involves development of an ICE vehicle drive-
train weight model and integrating it with a drive 
cycle analysis for investigating the impact of 
altering weight of drivetrain components on the 
fuel consumption and performance. The weight 
model should be suitable for integration into an 
overall weight model of a BEV, by replacing the 
respective drivetrain models.

2013 MEng Engineering with Language Year 4 Project Abroad - German
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Automotive Group (2011/12)

  Ryan Frost
  Jenny Bramley
  Dan Balsas
  Pete Montague
  James Illman
  Matt Turner

Mechanical Group (2011/12)

  Turbocharger TestStand

  Nikita Zdanov (Project Manager)
  William Butler (Business Manager)
  Hamish Pitkeathly
  Adam Nash
  Marios Patinios
  Andrew Beaumont

Aerospace Group (2011/12)
  Carme Cortada Catala (PM) 
  Chris Butlin
  Andreas Charalambous
  Lukas Goebel
  Guanyu Lai
  Gerald Lee
  Mohan Singh
  Toby Smith
  Enoch Su
  Daniel Waters
  Yue Zhang

Accenture Business Prize 
(2011/12)

  Inter-Point Invensys Rail

  Alexandra Boudier
  Anthony Howarth
  Austin Nwaukoni
  Edward Gallagher
  Luca Fraser
  Tim La Fontaine

TTP Group Prizes

Accenture Group Prizes
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Prizes 2012

Prize Sponsor and Award

Royal Aeronautical Society
Best Student Graduating in Aerospace Engineering

Ford Motor Company
Best Student Graduating in Automotive Engineering

IET
Best Student Graduating in Manufacturing Engineering

Crown Eurpoe
Best Student Graduating in Innovation and Engineering Design

Frank Wallace Memorial
Best Performance in the Language Option

IMechE
Project Prize (Research Project)

IMechE Frederic Barnes Waldron
Best Student Prize

HMGCC Design
Best Specialist Design Project

RWE npower
Best Final Year Project in the area Energy and the Environment

Thornton
Best Materials and Bioengineering Group Student Performance

Armourers and Brasiers
Medal for Outstanding Project Work

Frazer-Nash
Best Student Research Project in Aerospace

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Top Formula Student Final Year Research Project

Best Final Year Project Poster 
          1st Prize
          2nd Prize
          3rd Prize

Prize Winner

Colin Field

David Sanderson

David Kitchen

Tancred Porteous

Till Beckford

William Speight

Valentina Bosco

Gareth Price

Christopher Kiely

Frederick De Coninck-
Smith

Timothy Fletcher

Valentina Bosco

Graham Iles

Natalie Fern
Christopher Lusty
Craig Wells
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